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"Camp-For-A-Day"

"Camp-For-A-Day" will be held
for the members of the Four-H
Clubs in the area on Friday, July
31, at the Fulton City Park, according to a release from Fred L.
Gillum, Calloway County Extension Agent in 4-H.
The event will be held from
nine a.m. to three p.m. for boys
and girls, ages nine to nineteen.
The recreational program and
the food judging event will be
conducted by University of
Kentucky Extension assistants.
Those attending are asked to
bring a pencil, board or magazine
to write on and a sharpened stick
to roast marshmallows. For
transportation call the extension
office 753-1452.

We notice bunches of them along
Sycamore, Poplar and in many
other yards all over town. In
August the red ones will suddenly
rise out of the ground.

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Jones, Sr. are enjoying a trip to the Northwest as the above picture indicates. They caught their limit of
salmon from the waters of Puget Sound. The Murray couple are
visiting with Mr. Jones' nephew John Elgin Black and family of
Bremerton and Port Orchard, Washington. Another nephew,
James Taply Black and wife ikw up from Santa Cruz, California
and also the two nephews father, Grover A. Black of Anaheim,
California flew up to join the family reunion.
After their stay in the Puget Sound area, they will fly down tc
San Francisco to visit with Mrs. Jones' brother Eathell Beasley
and also her sister, Mrs. Othe Hoffman and falnily. They will also
spend some time with Mr. and Mrs. James Taply Black at Santa
Cruz, with whom they will fly down to California.
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Ike To Replace FDR On Stamp

Planned For 4-H
Members On Friday

Those pink lilies that suddenly
appeared all over town are Magic
Lilies. One day they were not
there and all of a sudden, they
Just jumped out of the ground to
bloom. Thus the name Magic
Lilies.

We splurged this morning out at
the Triangle and got us some
country ham for breakfast.

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, July 30, 1970

WASHINGTON UPI - The famous grin of former
President Dwight D. Eisenhower will replace Franklin
Delano Roosevelt next week on the "work horse" six-cent,
first-class stamp.
The new regular postage stamp wiLl.be dedicated in
ceremonies Aug. 6, possibly at the White House with
President Nixon officiating. His daughter, Julie, is the wife
of Eisenhower's grandion, David.
Billions of FDR stamps have been sold since they first went
on sale in sheet form Jan. 29, 1966, and then in coil and
booklet form Dec. 28,1967. The stamp will now be retired.
The Eisenhower stamp may not have as long a run. Nixon
has asked Congress to raise postal rates for first-class mail
from six to eight cents. Prospects for approval were slight
this election year but Congress was expected to approve
• postal reform which would allow the new postal authority to
I!. set its own rates.

Nixon Expected
To Pronounce
Economy Sound
By EUGENE V. RLSHER
LOS ANGELES (UPItaPresident Nixon has spent the last
three days taking the pulse of
the American economy and is
expected to pronounce it 'hale
hardy
and
at
news
his
conference here tonight.
Forecasts for an upsurge in
the economy and new hope for
negotiations to cool tensions in
the Middle East have given the
President some good news to
convey to the American public.
It apparently encouraged him
to take the unusual step of
holding his second news conference in 10 days.
.3ellr here Wesistkiy
evening from the Western
White House, 60 miles to the
south, with several aides and
holders of position papers to
prepare for his 11. kni,
meeting with newsmen in a
ballroom of the Century Plaza

Two Defense Attorneys Jailed
For Contempt In Manson Case

By JACK V. fOjC.
street befor4i the home' of
LOS ANGELES (UPI) — LaBianca. They had brought
Charles Manson sent three, of two long swords with them, she
As we drove out of the driveway
the home of a said.
this morning the dew was heavy
wealthy grocer to slay the man She said Manson went into
et
on the grass and the sun bright. A
The medalist at the ladies day and his wife with the instruc- the house for a few minutes,
big Meadow Lark was scratching
golf at the Calloway County tions "Don't let them know then returned to the car.
in the grass and shuffling around.
Repeats Conversation
Country Club on Wednesday was you're going to kill them," the
Hardly looked up as we passed
Evelyn Jones. Low putts was a state's key witness in the "I heard him say there was a
within ten feet of him.
tie between Norma Frank and Sharon Tate murder trial man and a woman up in the
Dr. James A. Moak
testified Wednesday.
house rind he bad tiori their
Betty Lowry.
Linda
Kasabian,
a
21-year-ol
d
hands
told
and
Urbana
them
be
not
Koenen
to
and
Mona
A Dove broke the stillness of the
Purclom tied for poker hand blonde, gave a startling account afraid that he wasn't going to
morning with his eall, and Lucky
honors. Jean Hurt had blind hold, nf. Manson personally leafing a hurt them," she related'.
the outside dog thumped the
Nixon scheduled a series of
Martha Battle, high putts, and foray to the home of Leno She said Manson instructed
sidewalk with her tail as a good
LaBlanca the night after the Miss Van Housten, Miss Krenmeetings today in the pentBillie Cohoon, middleman.
morning welcome
house suite he is occupying with
The golf hostess was Betty killings at the Tate home last winkel and Charles Watson tc
Dr Henry A. Kissinger, his
go inside "but don't let their
Stewart. A potluck lunch was August
Following
her
accusation know you're going to kill Dr. James A.
served at noon.
Moak will be the chief foreign affairs adviser, H.
As we started the car a Squirrel
there was a brief pause, with them." The bodies of ),ttu
pulpit guest speaker at the 10:45 Ft. Haldeman, his chief of staff,
Jumped to the trunk of the Elm
Mrs. Kasabian waiting for the LaBiancas were found a- fen a.m.
service on Sunday, August 2, and Patrick Buchanan, one of
Tree and peeped around from the
questions to continue, and the hours later.
his speech writers.
which links the capital with the
By ROBERT KAYLOR
at the First Christian Church.
other side to view our actions
bearded Manson called across
After giving directions to the The guest speaker has been Shortly before coming here
PHNOM PENH (UPI i—A nation's only deepwater _port
to her in the cdurtroom, otters to hitchhike back to the serving
Cambodian military spokesman and oil refinery at Kompong
as the general minister of Nixon completed three days of
"You're lying."
Som. Government troops pulled
ranch where the group lived, the Kentucky Association of sessions with George P. Shultz,
He worked his way around the said today Allied air strikes
"It's not a lie, Charlie," she Manson drove off with Mrs.
out of the area when they ran
Christian Churches since July 1, his top budget manager, and
trunk of the tree as we passed, have killed 600 Communist
Mrs Annie Brooks of Murray said in a soft, clear voice. "You
' Kasabian, Miss Atkins and 1957.
out
of
food
and
troops
ammunition.
and
wounded
200
others
Prior to his present other White House economic
ukeeping his body behind the tree
Route One passed away Wed- know."
Clem
Tufts
in
car, position, Dr. Moak has served as experts, to have an overall look
the
411 just his head sticking out. in attacks near the ruins of the The Cambodian spokesman nesday at 5:15 p.m. at the ' 'erefense Attorneys
Jailed
according to the testimony.
9th century temples of Angkor said government troops clashed
pastor of four congregations in at the economy and prepare the
Murray -Calloway County
At the end of the session, two She said Manson stopped at a
Wednesday with a Communist
Wat.
Kentucky.
In addition to these broad outlines of the 1972
Hospital. She was 76 years of age of the defense attorneys were
force of unknown size three
gas station where she hid Mrs. pastorates, Dr. Moak has also budget he will send to Congress
A male Towhee scratched busily
and
her
death
followed
an
extaken into custody and sent to LaBianca's wallet in the ladies
The spokesman said the raids miles northeast of Kompong
served as state evangelist of next January.
at the base of the tree paying no were
jail for contempt of court—one room, and Manson went to a
carried out six days ago Thom, 80 miles north of Phnom tended illness.
Mississippi Christian Churches The President was said to be
attention to us or the Squirrel. nine
miles northeast of Siem Penh. The governxpent troops The deceased was the wife of for constantly interrupting Mrs. restaurant next door
and
and for two years served as somewhat encouraged by acReap, gateway to the Angkor called in air support and 43 Lee Brooks who died June 28, Kasabian and the other for bought strawberry milkshakes president
of jhe United Program ceptance of his Middle East
1945.
She
was
a
member
of the directing a vulgarism at a
ruins, and 150 miles northwest Communist troops were killed,
the
go
whole
for
group.
of
Christian
*Churches in Ken- peace plan by Jordan and the
If we did not have to work, it of phnom Penh.
Seventh and Poplar Church of deputy district attorney.
United Arab Republic and held
the spokesman said. He said
tucky.
would have beaua good morning-Christ. Mrs. Brooks was born Going on with her eyewitness1
those killed included a CommuA graduate Of- -Transylvania out hope the Israelis also would
January
to stay at ho.
7,
1894,
and
parents
her
The report said the informa- nist-led Pathet Lao military
account of the events of the
; College, Dr. Moak received the B. accept it.
were the late Robert Canter and nights of Aug. 8-9,
tion came from villagers in the chief from Laos.
Mrs.
The White House announced
D. degree from Lexington
Nancy Paralee Brooks Canter. Kasabian told a spooky
Late YesterdaY evening, sittbig area but the spokesman gave Government casualties
story of
were
Theological Seminary' and the Wednesday , afternoon Nixon
out back, we disturbed a big no details as to whether the
Survivors
include
five
driving for hours around Los
listed as two killed and five
honorary D.D. from Tran- would fly to the Mexican resort
Grand Daddy Longlegs. He was attacking aircraft were Amer-daughters, Mrs. Lonnie West of Angeles and Manson rejecting
of Puerto Valarta 'Aug. 20 for
wouhded.
sylvania
College.
ambling across the walk and can, Cambodian or South
Lynnville, Mrs. Auden Bynum of one house after another.
Military spokesmen in Saigon
Dr. Moak is married to the an official 24-hour visit with
when he reached the wall, he just Vietnamese.
Phoenix, Arizona, Mrs. Alton They finally stopped on
a
said South Vietnamese troops
former Mildred Davis Hopkins of President Gustavo Diaz Ordaz.
went right on up with ease.
Garland of Almo, Mrs. Jack
Ziegler said the meeting was
backed by fighter-bomber
Paris and Jhey have kly0
te eminirtre trie
"They were planes, pen.,
7esiayne
Siirrivan,
4rormer thiugiders and one son. He has
Mrs. Richard Hamlin of
Communist troops in two days
UI
dent of Murray and now a served on a number of boards and personal exchange of views"
He belongs to the Spider clan the spokesman said. We do
Mayfield; two sons, Curtis
begun last Sept. 8 when the two
have our own forces and we do of heavy fighting in Eastern Brooks of
Dusinessrpan in Paducah, said national committees.
called Arachnids
Farmington and
leaders met at the Amistad
Cambodia.
know how to shoot S'
Wednesday'
he
would
seek
the
Cleetwood Brooks of Detroit,
Dam
South Vietnamese ranger and
on
the
U.S.-Mexico
Democratic nomination for
Mich.; six grandchildren; five
border.
marine units engaged the
governor of Kentucky.
great grandchildren.
Ziegler said there were no
The spokesman also said the Communist units Tuesday and
Have not seen a Praying Mantis
The funeral has been scheduled Death claimed the life of Mrs. Sullivan,age 54, is a resident of
plans for the President to meet
planned counterattack by Cam- Wednesday in an area from six for
R. E. Bulah ) Kendall on Wed- 935 Lone Oak Road, Paducah. He
this year.
Friday
at
ten
a.m.
at
the
with Luis Echeverria, who will
bodian forces who withdrew to 11 miles southeast' of
chapel of the J. H. Churchill nesday at six p.m. at the home of said he will join the list of canbecome president of Mexico
from the strategic Kirirom Kompong Trabek and 70 mile5 Funeral
didates
who
will
speak
at
the
her
daughter,
Mrs.
W. R. Perry,
Home with Bro. Roy
Dec. 1, but indicated EcheverPlateau, 56 miles west-south- west of Saigon, the spokesmen
annual Fancy Farm picnic on
305 South 8th Street, Murray.
Beasley officiating.
ria might pay a visit to
said. South Vietnamese governon
Penh
Phnom
of
west
Saturday.
Sullivan
said
he
will
Mrs.
Kendall
Charles Johnson has completely
was
81
years
of
Burial
will
be
Antioch
in
the
ment losses were eight killed
Washington before that date.
redone his grocery store. Pulled Tuesday, had not gotten under
Cemetery
with
the age and was preceded in death by submit his filing papers "imand 36 wounded.
plateau
1,800-foot
The
way.
mediately."
out all the refrigeration units,
arrangements by the J. H her husband on April 27, 1964.
The U.S. Command in South
Other candidates already in the Mr. and Mrs. Carter Bailey,
She was a member of the First
shelving, everything, and put in overlooks the vital Highway 4
Vietnam reported a propeller- Churchill Funeral Home where Baptist Church.
race
include former Gov. Bert T. North 18th Street at Lincoln
She
was
born
new.
friends may call.
Avenue, have received the "Yard
driven Air Force Skyraider
July 26, 1889, and her parents Combs of Louisville and U. Gov.
of the Month" honor for Ihis
-.Lighter
from
CORRECTION
were the late Ezekiel Dlwaids Wendell Ford of Owensboro.
causes cEash.d
in the Laotianuulmuwu
upper The Drapery Riot at Big K is and Martha Lawrence Edwards. Sullivan is president of the month by the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's
panhandle Wednesday. Its pilot only $2.00 instead of the
ad- The deceased is survived by Chief Paduke Development Club.
The family of IA. Steven Olson
Virginia Jones was the
Corporation
and
is
affiliated
vertised $3.00.
with
The ad- two daughters, Mrs. W. R.
medalist for the ladies day golf
has asked that no flowers be sent
uninjured.
The
slursrescued
IderlirilM—ilit
55th
U.S:
vertisement yesterday stated (Dorthy) Perry of Murray and PDQ Inc., a landfill business. He
when his body is returned here
Judges for the event said the held at the Oaks Country Club on
aircraft down in Laos suite the that the price is $300
The Mrs. B. R. (Margaret) Win- is married and has silt children. Bailey
for burial. Rather, they would The funeral
yard is colorful, at- Wednesday, July 29.
for U. Steven A. command began reporting such Ledger dr Times
regrets this chester of Hazel; one sister, Mrs.
appreciate contributions to the Olson has been
tractive, very neat, and well Second low was a tie between
scheduled for losses March 10.
error.
Fred (Hattie) Wilson, North 12th
Murray-Calloway County Saturday at
kept. The front of the house has Murrelle Walker and Laura
eleven a.m. at the
Street, Murray; six grandLibrary in his memory. Lt. Olson graveside
Burford's holly and pyracantha, Parker. Low putts was also won
in the Murray
children; ten great grandby Mrs. Walker.
was an avid reader for all of his Cemetery with
all
kept well trimmed
Dr. Samuel R.
children.
Team winners were the first
short life and they feel this would Dodson, Jr., officiating...
Funeral services will be held
team composed of Mrs. Walker,
be a much better way to show
Friday at three p.m. at the chapel Temple Hill Ledge No. 276 Free
Under the large window is a Janice Stubblefield, and Grace
your respect. U. Olson was
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral and Accepted Masons will meet long planter box filled with red James.
killed in action in Vietnam on The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home will be in charge of the
Home with Dr. H. C. Chiles and in regular session on Saturday, and white petunias. Also to ad
The golf hostess for the day was
July 22.
arrangements,but the time of the
Rev. L. V. Henson officiating. August 1. at 7:30 p.m.
color are two urns Of geraniums Laura Parker
arrival of the body in Murray has
Serving as pallbearers will be
Pa
The Boxwoods and maple trees
not been announced as yet.
grandsons who are Ronald W. Work will he- in the. Entered the yard are well spaced an
Churchill, Jr., Kenneth Crerner, Apprentice degree. All Masons along the side of the yard are r
was the grandson of Mr and
Members of the tinnily have
Dwayne Boyd, Ricky Boyd, Mark are welcome to attend, a hibiscus and a bed of r
Mrs. Harry Sledd of Murray
spokesman said.
requested that in lieu of flowers
Lassiter, and Richard Neel.
geraniums.
that donations be made to the
Richard Neel.
Murray-Calloway County
Burial will he in the Murray
The judges said the back yard
Solace M. Freeman, rector of
Tbe war touches many people. library. Contributions may be
Cemetery with the arrangement
is
very colorful. Around the patio
Fined In Mayfield
made with Mrs. James Rudy
Grace
Episcopal Church, will
by the J. H. Churchill F'enera.
and
the
back
of
the
house
are
Local persons were fined in the
Allbritten or Mrs. Marjorie Huie
Home where friends ma call
beds of coleus, and reed and have the morning worship on
Mayfield,
according
Court
('ity
of
at the Haim of Murray.
White petunias. Other beds of Sunday, August 2, at nine a.m. at
to the court report published in
U. Olson was killed in combat
sultanes,
zinnias, and marigolds the St. John's Episcopal Church.
the Mayfield Messenger. They
action in Vietnam on July 22 after
///
enclose the patio Also used on Main and Broach, Murray
UalUd Trees lailerast Waal
Treated
Morgan,
Murray
Here
E.
James
were
being there for only six weeks.
Rector Freeman will celebrate
the patio are two urns of
Boys in Scout'troop 77 under the ieanership ot U. ii. rioone, Jr.,
Route Three, $25 and costs for
Survivors are his parents, Mr.
Holy Communion. Persons are
geraniums
spent
a
hard
day
Wednesday
moving the many pieces of equiphaving no registration plates on
By Uotied Press International and Mrs. Max Olson, and two
asked to note the change in time
Betty Gallimore of Route Ihis vehicle; John S. Todd
Fair and hot through sisters, Misses Kathy and Linda ment,furniture,and library articles into the new library building.
for the Sunday service
their
offered
They
services
months
ago
and
were
ready
and
Three, Puryear, Tenn., was Murray, $25 and costs, improper The spacious open lawn is then
Friday. Isolated afternoon or Olson, all of Atlanta, Ga.;
treated at the emergency room of registration; and Donnie L set off by white wooden lawn
evening thundershowers each grandparents, Mr. and Mrs S. C. willing scouts when they were called upon. The boys are: Steve
the Murray-Calloway ('oinity Crawford, Murray Route Four furniture.
day. Highs today and Friday in Olson of Wood River, Ill., and Porter, Alan Lemons, Bryan Warner, Mark Thurman, Mike
The judges corn
Two Cited
Hospital on Wednesday at eight $50 and costs, operating a motor mented on the good taste and the
the 90s. Lows tonight in the upper Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sledd, 704 Alexander, Barry Wells, Steve Mussing, Lynn Rogers, Mikel
Two persons were cited for
Burkeen,
Robert
Underwood,
Ronnie Billington, Reed Hudson, p.m. Officials, said she suffered vehicle without an operator's neat and well kept manner of
Ns to mid 708
the public drunkenness yesterday by
Poplar Street, Murray.
and Mike Skinner ,
•
sprains in a car accident.
license,
yard.
the Murray Police Department
a

Evelyn-)one -Golf Medalist, Calloway

Dr. James A. Moak
Speaker For First
Christian Church

00 Communist Reported
Killed Near Angkor Wat

Mrs. Brooks Die
At.The

Wayne Sullivan To
Be Candidate For
State Governor

rs en a
Succumbs Here

Bailey Yard Is
Named Winner,
'Yard Of Month'

Virginia Jones Is
Medalist At Oaks

It Olson's Rites

Planned Saturday

..___svas

Temple Hill Lodge
To Meet Saturday

•

Episcorhal Services
Planned For Sunday

The Weather

•
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Proposed Park Means Loss
Living Cost TELEVISION
Of Recreation And Timber Jumps Again IN REVIEW

The Almanac

•

By United Press Internadonal

vice president of Boise Cascade,
Today is Thursday, July 30,
By RICK DU BROW
told lawmakers the company
the 211th day of 1970 with 154 to
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) -Notes follow.
Bertram S. Brown, M.D.
depends on raw material from
JAMES C WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
to watch television by:
this land to supply paper and
The moon is between its last
Director
CBS-TV apparently has a quarter and new phase.
insulation board mills at In- Washington-UPI-The cost
We reserve the light to reject any AdvertMing. Letters to the Editor,
National Institute Of
provocative
oneproperty
in
its
os Puimac Voice lLeaui wnich, in our opium, are not for the OW
ternational Falls, where nearly af living climbed again in
The morning star is Saturn.
Mental Health
Intercom of our readers.
documentary, "Voices
4,000 workers are employed in June by four tenths of one hour
The evening stars are Mercuthe
Russian
Under- ry, Venus, Mars and Jupiter.
manufacturing and harvesting. percent but food prices went from
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WA 11--sr& WITMER 00, Mt
The company pointed out that down and the rate of increase ground," which airs July 28...in
Mecums Ave., Memphis, Tenn., Time & Latia Ilitig„ Nevi YorL N.Y,
On this date in history:
ekeisitoesbam bldg., Detroit, Mae&
the state had rejected its for some other things slowed it, says the network, three
In 1916 German saboteurs
Kabetogama peninsula lands for noticeably, the
Professional Trainhas
government intellectuals of the U.S.S.R. blew up ammunition dumps at
Entered Daily at the Post Office. Murray. Kentucky, for
"describe the repression of Black Torn Island near .
a proposed park in the 19401 reported today.
ell‘t
pretraining
the
in
Intensified
tran-nixsion as Second Class Matter.
Soviet City, causing an estimat
the
in
because of insect and beaver The monthly consumer price dissent
vention and treatment of drug
The
film
shot
Union"..
was
by
which
site
made
damage,
low
the
SUBSCIPTION SATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 3/40. pat
million damage.
abuse is an essential component
index showed that food prices
CBS correspondent
William
Mom& *Lad. In Catioway and adjoining counum. per year. WO;
in public appeal.
In 1942 President Franklin D.
of the President's expansion of
declined on a seasonally adjustZones 1 & a. $1.1.1&; &likewise...re $16.0u. Al: service subscripLioos SAS
Timber harvest and certain The federal government owns ed basis, as is customary in the Cole, who was expelled from Roosevelt signed a bill creating
Federal programs to fight this
Russia June 29 for what Soviet a female branch of the Navy
types of recreation, including about 2 million acres in northern summer.
deaastating problem.
-KM thasmailmg Livia Ames et a Omansenhy le Um
In a major aspect of its prohunting, are prohibited in Minnesota, and Moser irsed that But higher prices for used authorities called "activities called the Waves.
lasegetity at is
,
. Newspaper
incompatible with the status of In 1967 there were
fessional training in mental national parks. Boise Cascade same of this land be set aside for
reports
cars, homes and most types of
health and related fields, the
Carp., owner of 21,000 acres of a park. He said the economic consumer.services increased to a foreign journalist" ... Cole from
behind
the
Bamboc
National Institute of Mental
Tree Farm included in the impact would be far less, cost to offset the lower food costs to will be the reporter on the Curtain of -amass purge of the
Health is accelerating its trainTHURSDAY — JULY 30, 1970
rroposed park boundaries, has the government would be far less, put the general price lewel at network hour.
Red Chinese Army. °
ing activities in drug abuse
benefits to the public 135.2. This meant that in June, The notable NBC-TV do- A thought for the day: British
with supplemental funding of harvested 1.3 million trees from and the
cumentary
Jarproducer
Lucy
these lands since 1949, and last siould be greater.
Statesmen John Morley said:
$1.000.000 in fiscal year 1970.
goods and services that cost $10
Four areas for intensive train- yeae-deer hunters had a 60 per- The land currently owned by in the 1957-1959 base period cost vis, whose most recent effort "You have not converted a man
was the 90-minute offering, because you have
cent success there.
the government is approximately $13.52.
ing were established:
silenced
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
The company, according to the same quality, but private The Labor Department which "Cry Help!," about mentally him."
. Training of professional
disturbed
youth,
an
present
will
workers and allied assistants to
testimony before a Congressional owners would be able to continue compiles the index said commowork in the drug field;
hearing July 17, provides free to provide both trees and game, dity prices "rose significantly hour study on narcotics use
and
health
Training
of
..
George Freeland, age 86, died yesterday at the Murray Rest
access to the public for hunting, as well as recreation, if owner- less" in June than in May. The among teen-agers and younger
personnel
proto
service
social
children in prime time Aug.
Home.
fishing, trapping and other ac- ship patterns were left intact.
report also said "The rates of
vide counsel and advice to peo- tivities. It has
Moser said it was flattering to increase in prices of both 24...Dick Cavett's entire 90laid
TommyShirley,son of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Shirley, has entered
out
canoe
and
drugs;
abuse
or
ple who misuse
snowniabile routes, and supplies the company that tree farming durables and nondurables other minute late-night pro am on
the U.S. Navy for a three year tour of duty.
... Preparation of innovative
devoted
ABC-TV tonight will
Degrees will be awarded to 202 Murray State College graduates
training materials for teachers maps to users, who pay no fees has made the land of"prime park than food both slowed noticeato aiscussion of narcotics by
at the college's summer commencement on August 5, according
who are wanking in the attack for a?cess or for the use of the 30 quality" in the opinion of some bly."
experts and an 18-year-old girl
camp and picnic sites developed conservation groups, but added
to Dr. Don H. Hunter, registrar.
on drug abuse; and
Bureau of Labor Statistics
who is a former addict.
that it was necessary to continue had
Lou H. Edmondson of Bessemer, Ala., has been employed to
... Development and dissem- by the company.
reported
earlier
that
Arthur Miller's Broadway
Stephen B. Moser, executive the practice of forestry to
ination of professional mateteach folurnalisrn at Murray State College_
consumer prices rose 0.6 per
Since 1156
play, "The Price," will .be
maintain that quality.
rials for practicing members of
cent in April and 0.4 per cent in
presented as
90-minute
a
• the various health, education,
today's report' sal
but
May,
special on NBC-TV's "Hallmark
and welfare professions.
these had been adjusted to 0.5
Priority projects in the inten.
Hall of Fame" Feb. 3, starring
each
month.
per
cent
in
BUILDERS OP PINS
sified effort include four-week
George C. Scott...the play
The monthly increases in the
training courses, stressing classMEMORIALS
concerns "a confrontation beconsumer price index have
LEDGER & 171152 FILE
work and in-the-held clinical
Porter White • Manager
tween two estranged brothers
ranged from 0.4 to 0.6 percent
training, with the courses held
111 Maple St. 753-2612
-a policeman and a wealthy
in the past year. At 0.4 per cent surgeon -who have avoided
Bird stuaies are providing an sprayings for protection of month,
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Shown here are the 1970 Kentucky League Champs, the Cardinals. Front row, left to right: Kevin
Wilson, Dean Lsunpkins, Scott Scarbrough, Gary Morris, Chris McClure, Craig klein, Larry Watkins,
Jon Noffsinger. Back row, left to right: Coach Yancy Watkins, Greg Dowdy, Kevin Barrett, Lewis
Smith, Marc Peebles, Mark Vinson, David Noffsinger, Coach Hugh Noffsinger. Not pictured are
Coach Alex Barrett and Joe Taylor. The Cardinals won 11 and lost I game.
Love Photo

April 1, and a pro team knows
what it's going to do and how to
run the plays.
All they have to do is perfect
their timing, and in a week,
they can do that."

Casey Stengel
Celebrates 80th
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Expos Move Past Cardinals
With 4-3 Win Over San Diego

owners "shocked" the National
By ED SAINSBURY
topped Milwaukee, 4-2, and an easy victory. Bonds hit a
By BILL MADDEN
Football League Players AssoUPI Sports Writer
Detroit whipped Kansas City, pair of homers to spark the
Writer
Sports
UPI
CHICAGO (UPI) -National ciation (NFLPA), spokesman
10-3.
Giants' comeback after they
up
picked
who
Morton,
Carl
said
Football League players repre- Tom Vance said. Vance
Rusty Staub's 17th homer in trailed 2-1 in the fifth inning
season
the
of
victory
14th
his
sentatives, "shocked" by the the NFLPA had not been
over San Diego, 4-3, Wednesday the fifth inning snapped a 3-3 when the game was delayed for
opening of training camps for notified in advance of the
night, may ..very well end up tie and his spectacular catch an hour and 40 minutes.
owners, move.
veterans by club
Hank Aaron drove in five
pitching the Montreal Expos and throw in the sixth helped
continued meeting into the "It could mean the splitting
East Morton beat the Padres. Clay runs with his 27th and 28th
League
National
the
of
out
of teams," Vance said. "And
early hours today.
basement but in the meantime, Kirby took his 13th loss for San homers of the season to deal
The meeting began at 5:30 we are here now to try to
the St. Louis Cardinals the
so-called experts of baseball Diego.
the
p.m. Wednesday. At about 2 prevent just such a thing from
consider the Expos an expan- Bobby Bonds and the fickle decisive blow that sent them
happening."
said
spokesman
a
today,
a.m.
sion team doomed to last place. weatherman proved to be the reeling into last place in the
the meeting might go for "We will do all within our
The Expos, however, are not chief tormentors for the Mets National League East.
several more hours, but in any power to resolve this dispute in
Cincinnati continued on its
listening to the experts and as the world champs fell to the
case nothing would be an- accord with the wishes of all
win propelled them Giants after a rain storm had merry way toward a flag in the
Morton's
NFL players," Vance said. "All
nounced when it ended.
by
West
into the unfamiliar confines of appeared to have given them National League
A news conference would be NFI. players should be aware
defeating Pittsburgh and prevfifth place over the St. Louis
held later this morning, depend- of the fact that they cannot be
ented the Pirates from gaining
Cardinals who lost to the
ing on when the meeting broke penalized or fined for not
ground on the Mets. Pete Rose,
Braves.
Atlanta
reporting to camp and that
up, he said.
bidding for his third straight
Morton is confident that he
The meeting that began their right to strike and their
ways
batting title, drove in three of
could
winning
hi9
keep
Wednesday evening came after standard player contract are
the Reds' four runs with a pair.
fewer
made
"I
year.
this
going
NFL club owners reversed protected by federal law."
of singles. Gary Nolan notched
mistakes out there tonight," the
themselves and said that in More than 100 representatives
his 14th victory but needed
I
righthander
"and
stylish
said.
order to salvage "the entire and players showed up for the
help from Clay, Carroll
wins is still a good
20
relief
think
1970 season" they would open meeting and spokesmen said
and Wayne Granger.
possibility."
their training camps to veteran they were discussing "the
Home runs by Billy Williams,
In other National League
players. They said vets could entire matter of negotiations,"
Johnny Callison and Randy
San
edged
games,
Francisco
return at 6 p.m. local time giving their opinions and the
Hundley sparked Chicago over
New York, 4-2, Atlanta topped
today, and any players not other players' opinions.
of Houston. The Cubs displayed
St. Louis, 9-7, Cincinnati nipped CHICAGO (UPI)-One
returning would be regarded as
baseball's "happy" trades speed on the bases as they
The only team not officially Pittsburgh, 4-3, Chicago routed
strikers.
brought -Joe Pepitone from the made six steals, including two
and
Oil'
Angeles
Houston,
Los
The owners, who earlier had represented was the Kansas
Houston Astros to the Chicago each by Williams and Ron
rained
and
were
Philadelphia
opened training ..camps to City Chiefs, whe play in Friday
Cubs today.
Santo. Ken Holtzman went the
out.
rookies, themselves were to be night's All-Star Game. Jim
Cubs Manager Leo Durocher distance to puck up his llth
the
League,
In
American
in Chicago for a meeting today, Tyrer, the Chiefs' representaChicago beat Baltimore, 2-1, was happy to have him, Astro win.
the eve of the College All-Star tive, said the Chiefs would walk
Cleveland outslugged Minneso- Manager Harry "The Hat"
if
Game
All-Star
the
after
out
Game.
ta, 9-8, Boston 4 downed Walker was happy to be rid of
Wednesday's action by the the dispute is not settled then.
Oakland 1, New York beat him, and Pepitone was happy to
California, 8-3, Washington be gone from Houston and with
the Cubs.
"He agreed to report to us
Friday," Durocher said, "and
I'm going to start him in
centerfield Friday night. He
covers a lot of ground out there
'an lien give int 'drains with
By-JOE FitotiLINOER
grand-slam homer and Dean
UPI Sports Writer
power than I haven't had in
Chance chipped in with a 'pair
. Rooker_ feeLs sorry for of 'singles in the Indians' win.
that position......
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while
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second when Harmon Killebrew
School Coaches Association AllPiniella committed the fatal smacked his 32nd homer and were practical favorites and not saying that Ernie Bank: Star football and basketball
error which led to Kansas added two more in the sixth Ben Hogan apd Gene Saraten won't be back, it still gives ME games will go on sale at Western
City's 10-3 defeat at the hands when Tony Oliva hit his 16th drew sentimental support today insurance at first base before Kentucky University Monday,
of Detroit Wednesday night roundtripper following a single as the four starts of -different he does."
Aug. 3, it was announced today by
golf eras began play in the
Imes; Game director Rick Branham,
he
said
Pepitone
when he dropped a routine fly by Rich Reese.
Durocher -personally and he
The All-Star games are set for
ballohit by Dick McAuliffe that Home runs by Frank Howard $250,000 Westchester Classic.
Open knows how to handle me- Saturday, Aug. 8, with the
set up a six-run fifth inning.
and Mike Epstein helped the Nicklaus, off his British
Piniella offered no excuses. Senators down the Brewers. Humph and success with Rather than yell at me, Lee football game starting at 4 p.m.
"It was an easy play, I only Howard's 29th home run gave fellow pro Arnold Palmer in will just rap me in the mouth- (CDT) in the University's L.T.
had to move three or four the Senators a 2-0 lead in the winning the National Four-Ball that's the way I prefer to be Smith Stadium, followed by the
basketball contest at 8 p.m. in
steps. There was no wind, rain, fifth and Epstein hit a solo shot title last weekend, was rated handled."
snow or hail, I just dropped the that put Washington ahead for the favorite in the fourth
Durocher said he was some Diddle Arena.
annual tournament, which drew what surpised that the Cub: Tickets, priced at $1 for
ball," he said.
good in the eighth.
$2 for adults to each
Piniella's error let in the first George Thomas, a reactivat- a huge field of 171 players at could pick up Pepitone for the students and
game, will be on sale from 8 a.m.
two runs and after a walk to Al ed coach, drove in three runs the 6,700-yard, par-72 Westches- $20,000 waiver price. "We were
to '4 p.m.(CDT) daily during the
Kaline, Bill Freehan tripled with a double and a single for ter Country Club layout.
lucky, I guess," he said.
week prior to the games in the
Player
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U.
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R.
Pepitone ticket booth at Western's E.A.
said
home two more runs before Boston and it proved to be all
Walker
Don Wert, celebrating his 32nd the help Ray Culp needed in tour for the first time since the "doesn't need to do much to Diddle Arena.
birthday, hit his fourth, homer registering his 11th victory U.S. Open. "I feel I've got to help the Cubs. He would look
and
football
the
Both
play regularly to maintain my pretty good out there in oasketball game will pit Kento end the scoring in the against nine losses.
disastrous frame.
.Horace Clark collected four sharpness," said Player, ex- centerfield for them. With a tucky's top high school stars from
In other AL action, Chicago hits and Roy White picked up plaining why he has returned to change of clubs, he could forget the West against the best players
gained a 2-1 win over Balti- three as the Yankees completed the circuit. "I'm playing pretty his problems and play his tail from the East.
Ken Metcalf of Hart County
more, Cleveland staggered by a - three-game sweep over good, but Nicklaus. Palmer and if.
Minnesota, 9-8,
Washington California. New York was aided Billy Casper have to rate as the "He was just too much High School will coach the West
downed Milwaukee, 4-2, Boston by four_ Angel errors as no-hit favorites."
trouble for us. His attitude and basketball stars, with Jim
Thomas
Ft.
defeated Oakland, 4-1, and New pitcher Clyde Wright went The first-place jackpot of loyalty to the fans in Houston Bradbery,
coaching the East.
York beat California, 8-3.
down to his eighth loss against 250,000 has lured a field, which was not good, and now he's Highlands,
In the National League, San 14 wins. Ron Klimkowski hurled also include defending cham- coming to a city he likes-a St. Xavier's Leon Dunagan is
ct-:coaCh of the West football
Francisco defeated New York, only two-thirds of an inning but pion Frank Beard, 1968 Classic live city like Chicago."
liestilLbe assisted by isek
--ihene-Beresi;-tnet
*4, Athena
Morris of Mayfield. Charlie IshTrevino, leading money-winner
7, Cincinnati edged Pittsburgh, win.
mael, Mt. Sterling, and Dan
on the tour this year.
4-3, Chicago downed Houston, 9include Dick Lotz, No. 2 money Haley, Bryan Station, are head
money
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of
In all, 58
Los Angeles and PLAN NEXT RACE
2 and
winner this year; Dave Hill, coach and assistant, respecwinners are competing. The PGA champ Ray Floyd, Orville
Philadelphia were rained out.
tively, for the East gridders.
DUBLIN (UPI) - NijinSky,
Bob Spence's sacrifice fly the super star colt unbeaten in only absentees are U.S. Open Moody, Bob Charles of New
Proceeds from the games are
and
Jacklin
Tony
winner
scored Bill Melton from third 10 races, will have his next
Zealand and Argentina's Rober- used by the Coaches Association
the
Australian Bruce Devlin. Jack. to De Vicenzo.
with the winning margin in
to help schools and parents pay
race planned in America next
ninth frame for the Chisox week when Irish trainer Vin- In is vacationing with his Charles Coody, low profes- medical expenses of high school
while F3oog Powell homered for cent O'Brien meets millionaire familysin Portugal and Devlin sional in Wednesday's program athletes who may be severely
had a business commitment. with a seven-under par 65, also injured while playing or pracBaltimore.
owner Charles Englehard at the
Other standouts in the field merited title consideration.
ticing with their squads.
cracked
Vada Pinson
Saratoga Sales.

Dropped Fly Ball Leads Nicklaus And
To Defeat Of Kansas City Player Are

The Chiefs, despite a lack of
organized practice sessions,
were a two touchdown favorite.
The pro's normally win this
Major League Standings
game, heading into this contest
By United Press International
with M victories, nine defe.ets
National-League •
GLENDALE:Calif. (UPI)and two ties, and Graham's
_ East
Casey Stengel, who managed
prelacies teams have won pnly
W. L. Pct.' GB
New-York- Yankee-F%-to,010,..
the
twice in nine attempts.
F'1risbUrgil"-alLeague
and
pennants
American
54 46 .540 1
seven world titles in a 12-year New York
51 49 .510 4
Of course last year the All span ending in 1960, quietly Chicago
46 52 .469 8
Stars rallied in the final celebrated his 80th birthday Philadelphia
2
/
44 57 436 111
quarter behind the passing of with his wife at their home Montreal
2
/
43 58 426 121
Greg Cook, now with the here today.
St. Louis
West
Cincinnati Bengals, and had a "I don't want too many more
W. L. Pct. GB
chance to pull the game out birthdays," the beloved old
71 32
when time ran out with the man of baseball said. "I just Cincinnati
57 42 .576,12
Angeles
pro's in front. 26-24.
want to" enjoy the next day." Los
49 52 .485 21
Atlanta
Stengel, who retired " as
San Francisco 47. 52 475 22
This year neither team ha manager of the New York
46 55 .455 24
had the benefit of the usua Mets at the age of 74 in 1965, Houston
40 63 388 31
practices. The All Stars, hay was at Cooperstown, N.Y., San Diego
Wednesday's Results
had
only
one
scrimmage Monday with his wife, Edna,
because of injuries, a player where he watched Ford Frick, Chicago 9 Houston 2
14tioajcott of practice for one day, Lou Boudreau, Jess Haines and San Fran 4 New York 2
and general lack of enthusiasm Earl Combs inducted into the Los Ang at Phila, cncld, rain
Cincinnati 4 Pittsburgh 3
during the two weeks when it Hall of Fame.
was not known whether the "I'm a little pooped out from Montreal 4 San Diego 3
7
game would be played.
the trip," he said. "It was so Atlanta 9 St. Louis
Today's Probable Pitchers
The Chiefs, on the other hot back there we almost burnt
(All Trines EDT)
hand, worked the rookies as
usual but couldn't bring the On the night before his Los Angeles (Foster 6-81 at
veterans into camp until last birthday, Stengel was honored Montreal (McGinn 6-6), 8:05
- u_r-weekenel when the Players' at a Little League dinner but he p.m.
Association yielded to pleas didn't have "anything special" Houston (Cook 2-0) at Chicago (Jenkins 11-12), 2:30 p.m.
from th Chiefs players and planned today.
Reuss 1-4).• at
Louis
authorized them to report.
"I'm gonna just take it -- St.
9-12), 2:05 pill.
Graham discounted the short easy," he
Pittsburgh ( Veale 6-10) at
span of practice by the Chiefs getting a lot of telegrams and
since he said "they've been letters and phone calls. They're Cincinnati (Cloninger 3-2), 8:05
tat -at rise(Only games scheduled)
The man who was elected to
Friday's Games
the Hall of Fame in 1966 said
Ang at Mtl, 2, twi-nite
he felt "good" and was in Los
San Fran at Phila, 2, twi-nite
"good health."
at Cinci, 2, twi-nite
Stengel has a busy schedule Chicago
Diego at New York, night
planned for next month. He will San
St. Louis at Houston, night
be in New York Aug. '8 for an
Pitts at Atlanta, night
oldtimers game at Yankee
Stadium and is scheduled to be
at Anaheim, Calif., Aug. 16 for
American League
another oldtirners affair.
. East
At Anaheim, Stengel will
W. L. Pct. GB
MONTREAL (UPI) -Charles manage the American League Baltimore
63 39 .608
Haney's
Fred
against
0. Finley, owner of the Oakland All-Stars
56 44 .560 6
Detroit
Athletics, will have to wait until National Leaguers.
54 46 .540 8
New York
December before baseball votes
51 48 .515 101
2
/
Boston
colored
on his . request for
48 58 .475 1
--Gievelend
bases.
Washington
46 54 .460 17
Finley's motion for colored
West
bases was proposed to the rules
W. L. Pct, GB
committee at the conclusion of
62 34 .646
Minnesota
-The
(UPI)
MILWAUKEE
the summer baseball meetings
58 44 .569 7
California
Wednesday. but the committee Milwaukee Brewers Wednesday Oakland
55 45 .550 9
outfielder
up
called
night
2
/
will not vote on the matter until
37 64 .366 271
Kansas City
their
from
Smith
Bernie
37 64 .366 271
Milwaukee
2
/
the annual winter meetings at
Portland farm club to replace
36 68 .346 30
Chicago
Los Angeles in December.
out
is
who
Hershberger,
Mike
Several matters were shelved
indefinitely with a pulled groin
and others were referred to
Wednesday's Results
muscle.
meetings.
Wednesday's
study at
4 Oakland I
Boston
13
with
.3.32
hit
28,
Smith,.
The two days of housekeeping
home runs in 96 games for New York 8 California 3
sessions were, as Commissioner
Portland. He was acquired by Washington 4 Milwaukee 2
Bowie Kuhn admitted, "not
Milwaukee in a win&r trade for Detroit 10 Kansas City 3
terribly newsworthy."
catcher Gary Upton with the Cleveland 9 Minnesota 8
National • League President
Chicago 2 Baltimore 1
New York Mets.
lab Feeney had only a few
Today's Probable Pitchers
while
%boor Rents to divulge
(Ali Times EDT)
thp American League counterBoston (Koonce 0-4) at
his
said
Cronin,
ANNOUNCES SCHEDULE
part, Joe
Oakland (Hunter 14-8), 10:30
league discussed internal prob- MILWAUKEE (UPI) -The p.m.
Milwaukee Bucks of the Nationlems.
Washington (Brunet 7-5) at
Two ticklish subjects, a al Basketball Association have Milwaukee (Pattin 6-8), 9 p.m.
scheexhibition
of
an
announced
proposal calling for a ceiling
Kansas City (Johnson 3-7) at
25 on free agents drafted each dule that features a round-robin Detroit (McLain 2-2), 9 p.m.
a
and
Hawaii
in
tournament
trade
to
permission
June and
Minnesota (Perry 15-8) at
basketball-hockey doufuture drafts as in other sports. unique
Cleveland Hargan 4-2), 7 p.m.
bleheader
were referred to the winter
(Only games scheduled)
meetings because more inFriday's Games
Sept. 24-26, the Bucks play
On
is
study
volved legislation and
Oakland, night
at
Wash
with
series
San
round-robin
a
required. Before the meetings Diego and Los Angeles in Boston at Calif, night
announced
adjourned, Kuhn
Hawaii and on Oct. 4 they play N.Y. at Milw, 2, twi-nite
that Detroit would host the 1971 the Cleveland Cavaliers as part Cleveland at' Chicago
All-Star game while Atlanta of a hockey-basketball double- Minn at Detroit, night
would be the scene of the header at the Cleveland Arena. Kan City at Bait, night
classic in 1972.

sakr "I've been-Atiarita (Niekro

30 1070

Pepitone
Is Traded
To Chicago

Stars Get Final Shakedown
Today; Meet Chiefs Friday
CHICAGO (UPI) -Otto Graham's 10th college All-Star
football team gets its final
shakedown today in preparation
for the annual struggle with the
pro football champions, the
Kansas City Chiefs, in Soldier
Field Friday night.

- JULY

TIMES - MURRAY. RENTTIGLICY

Favorites

All Star
Tickets
On Sa!e

zga

Brewers Call Up
Bernie Smith

MARK ll SPORTS SEDAN ACCENTS STYLE AND SAFETY -- The New Toyota Mark II line of Sports Sedans is
longer, lower and wider than any import in its class -so product of a four-year development program in
Toyota's design studios, wind tunnels and test tracks. Built into this forward styled line are all current federal
safety requirements and they come as standard equipment in the $2130 manufacturer's suggested retail POE price.
The new 4-door sedans feature the Mark II line's 108 horsepower engine which delivers a top speed of 105
miles per hour and an 85 mile per hour cruising speed.

HATCHER AUTO SALES
South 12th Street

See: Ecnnie Jackson or AubrerHatcher

753-4961
,e
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Lindsey-Spann Vows Read

Mrs. Norsworthy & Mrs. Miller Attend
National Hairdressers Convention Show

Mrs. Pearl Tapp
Celebrates 82nd.
Birthday

Phone 753-1911 or 153-4941

Mrs,. J. B. Burkeen

injury, so that
Mrs. Leta Norsworthy and after any summer
of richness
look
a
with
glow
will
it
Mrs. Edna Miller were delegates
and quality. Colors for fall will
A birthday supper Tuesday
if the Murray affiliate of the
soft flow and will
evening, July 14, was given
National Hairdressers and reflect this
shades of blonds
LEI honor of mni. pearl Tapp,
Cosmetologists Association at the include popular
earthy reds and
beige,
8, Benton, Ky. Those
and
Route
A
at
held
50th annual convention
attending were: Mr. and Mrs.
sables. The
rich
and
browns,
the Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago,
Joel Nicholas, Detroit, Mich.;
most distinctive coloring will
Ill., on Monday, July 20.
Mr. and mrs. James Cambron,
at least three
of
blend
the
require
The president of the Murray
Ky.; /dr. and sirs.
Owensboro,
ranging
shade,
same
Unit is Mrs. Norsworthy and she tones of the
Earl Feezor and son, Phillip,
at the nape, the
deepest
the
from
copy
paducah, Ky., M. and mrs.
has released the following
at the back crown area
Bailey Spears and son, Jim,
on hair styles for fall written by mid tone
lightest at the top and
the
and
paducab, Ky.; M. and Mrs.
Constance Charm.
face. The result is a
Clifton Tapp, Benton, Ky.; Mr.
New hair styles for fall have a around the
elegance
gentle
of
glow
and mrs. David Tapp and childlook of gentle elegance, ac- soft flattering.
ren, Beth, Chris, and EctwIN
Miss Trecia Crouch, bride-elect
cording to the new styles in- highly
Make-up too, reflects elegance,
Benton, Ky.; M.and mrs. Mike'
of Gary Ray, was honored with a
troduced for the season by the
Copeland and children, warren,
gentleness, plus romance. Harsh
bridal shower on Friday, July 10,
Official Hair Fashion Committee
and Kami, Murray, Ky.; -mrs.
eyeliners are not indicated. Eye
at seven-thirty o'clock in the
Jf the National Hairdressers and
Eddie Ford and children,Travshadow will be applied in
at the fellowship hall of
evening
.'usrnetologists Association.
is and Leslie, Mayfield, Ky.;
tones, the deepest at the
multiple
unveiled
were
The new styles
the Goshen United Methodist
hini. Ruth Nicholas and daughbase of the lashes and fading at
3y the hair fashion authority of
ter, Rhonda,Paducah,Ky.; Mrs.
Church.
look.
a
for
open
brows
wide
the
he beauty profession before
Cheryl midfield and son, Hart,
The gracious hostesses for the
Eyebrows are of short strokes,
paducah, Ky.; litell.L1111•TaPP,
;everal thousand hairdressers
occasion were Mrs. Ray
are
Eyelashes
curved.
naturally
Benton, KY.
'torn every state meeting in
Ray,
Dale
Gene
Mrs.
Rhoades,
applied singly, and in more than
r_7hicago for the Golden AnMrs. W. L. Haneline, Mrs. Euel
Lipstick, $00, is apGrandchildren who also visliversary Convention of the one color.
Rose, Mrs. Buford Hurt, Mrs.
tone,
one
than
more
in
plied
ited Mrs. Tapp briefly during
iational association.
Ray, and Mrs. J. M.
Mary
for
tone
median
a
three:
usually
the week was pvt. William
This new look of gentle
Venable.
deeper one outlining
Nicholas of Fort Knox, Ky.,
?legance is a beautiful people the top lip, a
on the lower lip.
For the event the honoree chose
Mr. Bubbie Spears and miss
.00k of quality, highly feminine a lighter one
of color is a part of
Shiela spears of paducah, Ky.,
to wear a pink dress trinuned
ind ladylike. It is composed of Multiple use
Mr. John Tapp, Frankfort, Ky.
gentle elegance, in
with white lace and white ac;oft, supple lines of flowing hair the look of
Mrs. Tapp is still very active
cessories. She was presented a
tressed into large curved make-up as well as in hair.
and lives by herself.
of
carnations
pink
corsage
-novements.
trimmed in white by the
It also has an elegant simANCIENT ROME.gets into the act with this centurionhostesses
)licity in appearance, a look of
style wig in Pierre Cardin's collection shown in Paris.
Mrs. Richard D. Spann
The honoree's mother, Mrs.
iatural beauty, that must be
iesigned for the needs and
Max Crouch, chose to wear a
honoree's
Dreferences of each individual.
First Baptist Church WMS will
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Lindsey of Murray announce the July 24th ieige dress, and the
Funciamentally,the new styles
Mrs. Irene
be,
to
meet at the home of Mrs. Codie
nother-in-law
Mr. and Mrs. S. G. McSirain of wedding of their daughter, Phyllis, to Richard D. Spann, son of Ray, wore a mint green dress.
emphasize a small head look. In
Caldwell at 7:30 p.m.
Spann
Grove.
and
Mr.
Lynn
Harlon
of
Mrs.
V.
a front view, the hair is thessed Buchanan were hosts to a family
The bride-elect was the
The couple was attended by Mr. and Mrs. Larry Ragsdale of
softly around the face, or away reunion recenuy at their home. It
Tuesday, August 4
and
lovely
many
of
recipient
31
July
Friday,
from it, but always to give a was lionoring their daughter, Murray. Also attending the bride was Miss Mary Ann Melugin of
Murray Assembly No. 19 Or
useful gifts including the electric The New Providence Riding
Murray.
Mrs. Beverly Vance was the
Green
George
Mrs.
Lou,
close to the head look. From the Anna
Club will have an old fashion ice of the Rainbow for Girls will mee honoree at a delightfully planned
The bride will attend Murray State University this fall, and the ;for, gift of the hostesses.
sides, most styles that were and her family from Garden City,
Mrs. Mike Rose, cousin of the cream supper for members at the at the Masonic Hall at seven p.m.
groom is employed at the Murray Division of the Tappan Comstork shower held on Thursday,
shown had a rise at the crown, or Mich.
An initiation will be held.
bride-elect, kept the register.
club at seven p.m.
A bountiful buffet meal was pany.
July 23, at seven o'clock in the
a billowing effect of softly flowing
Refreshments of punch,
enjoyed from tables under the big
waves at the nape.
evening at the home of Mrs.
decorated cakes, nuts, and mints
Saturday, August 1
-Very new was the use of poufs, oak trees on their. lawn.
j. Danny Roberts, Doran Road.
Those attending were: bfr. and
dressed into soft, light pillows, or
Conditioning.., of McMinote: were serve° froit'ine beautifully A rummage and base'safe will
The gracious hostesses for the
appointed table overlaid with a be held at the American Legion
see-through overlays of curving Mrs. George Green, Mike, Linda,
'
•
Teen. ' •
occasion were Miss Frances The ap- Hall starting at 8:36
ronJori.Patty and George Allaff Of.
hair, usually. Att
..,JIlliternal..grandparent is Mrs. pink lace cloth.
, Whitnell, Mrs_ Betty Sue Atkins,
pointments were in crystal. Miss sponsored by the Hardin —FleiGarden City, Mich.; Mrs. Bill
nape.
Route
Murray
of
Pace
Dewey
Mrs. Audrey Roberts, and Mrs.
416
Ellis,
Eddie
Mrs.
and
Mr.
'
of
Society
Women's,
The
the
at
Most of the styles, too, showed Hagge, Sharon and Lawrence.
tecostal Church of God.
Two. Paternal grandparents are Sharon Venable presided
anMurray,
Street,
8th
North
Anna Bailey.
Good
the
of
Christian Service
table.
an open forehead. However, one Salina, Kans.; Mr. and Mrs. Fred
The honoree was the recipient
boy, Mr. and Mrs. Howard Bazzell of Approxirnately one hundred
Methodist
United
Shepherd
of the styles that drew a great ,Gamlin,Jay and Jan, Union City; nounce the birth of a baby
will
Club
The Wranglers Riding
A great
Murray Route Two
of many nice gifts. Those present
deal of applause featured bangs Mr. and Mrs. L. E. McSwain, Billie Shea, weighing ten pounds grandmother is Mrs Peachie and ten persons were present or have a horse show at the riding Church met on Tuesday, July 21,
were women employees of the
dressed into a large pouf just Murray, Ky.; Mrs. C. A. Mc- one ounce, born on Monday, July Berkley, also of Murray Route sent gifts.
rink, located two miles north of at two o'clock"in the afternoon at Peoples Bank, the honoree's
Murraythe
pxwat
2:15
at
27,
This con- Swain, 86 year old grandmother
above the eyes.
Lake Stop Grocery, starting at the church with ten members mother, Mrs. Jamie Harrell, the
Two.
sideration of hairline and of Mrs. Green, Mr. and Mrs. Calloway County Hospital.
answering the roll call.
p.m.
five
honoree's sister, Mrs. Debbie
forehead requirements was one Cortes Newport, Mr. and Mrs. They have another son, Shane,
Mrs.- Olia Lassiter was the
Shapla, and the hostesses.
of the many examples of adap- Thomas Duncan and Arena, Mr. age two. Mr. Ellis is employed
leader for the program,
Sunday, August 2
and
Regreshments of punch and
ting new style features to an and Mrs. Glenn Gamlin, Mr. and with Claude Vaughn Plumbing Twin girls were born to Mr.
"Leisure: Threat or OpT.
W.
the
of
descendants
The
Murray
John
of
Mrs.
Cathey
cookies were served.
Mr. G. T. McSwain, Mr. and Mrs. and Heating.
individual's needs.
McCallon family will have a portunity".
All of the styles. shown were 0.E. Rhodes, Mrs. Cora Jackson, Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Route Two on Monday, July 27 at
Assisting Mrs. Lassiter were
reunion at the Murray City Park
transformed within seconds in all of Puryear; Mr. and mirt Truman E. Genet Jones, 16011 the Murray-Calloway County
following- morning church ser- Mrs. Maggie Woods, Mrs. Gladys
front of the audience from one Charles L. McSwain, Mark and Fanner Avenue, Murray, and Hospital. Lidia Kay, weighing
THE
completed by vices. A basket dinner will be Dunn, Mrs. Katherine Wilson,
dramatic mood to another with Mike, and W. A. MeSwahe all of Mrs. H. C. Ellis, 416 North 8th four pounds, was born"at 1:33 Plans have been
of
daughter
Crouch,
Miller,
Dorothy
Reba
Tmeia
Mrs.
Mrs.
Miss
served.
weighing
Faye,
the addition of hairpieces. These Paris, and the Mats.
Street, Murray. Great grand- a.m. and Mande
Dunn. and Mrs. Lee Lassit2r.
Mr. and Mrs. Max Crouch, for
were placed usually at the crown
are Elmus F. Jones, 1608 four pounds six ounces, was born
MeAl COOICEIY parents
The purpose of their presenAugust 3
her wedding to Gary Ray, son of
Monday,
a.m.
1,37
or nape area, and included mini
at
Farmer Avenue, Murray, and
Mrs. Irene Ray and the late W. E. The Olga Hampton WMS of the tation was to acquaint members
and midi falls for special
Mr. and Mrs. Conrad Taylor, They also have twin boys,
Strilingly
longuette effects.
Sinking Spring Baptist Church with the extent and effect of the
Charlesand Timothy, who will be Ray.
Nash Drive, Murray.
leisure revolution on their lives,
beautiful, too, was the use of
four in November, and another The wedding will be solemnized will meet at seven p.m.
Now Has
rnaxi falls on the very young.
Mrs. Lassiter said.
son, John Edward, age six. Their on Friday, August 14, at six
by
chosen
name
the
is
Anne
Lee
the
at
Adapting the styles to the inevening
the
in
was
Time
Holy"
Be
"Take
To
o'clock
of
Group
Jones
The Kathleen
Mr.and Mrs. John R.Graham for father is employed as a foreman
dividual was so highly stressed
Methodist the First Baptist Church WMS sung and Mrs. Ester Sigmon gave
United
with the Tri-State Tree Company. Goshen
seven
weighing
girl,
baby
their
the
even
that
showings
the
during
Church.
meet at the home of Mrs. L. the closing prayer.
pounds five ounces, born on Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
haircut was named the adaptable
The next meeting will-ba- held
Dunn at 7:15 p.m.
James Cathey of Dover, Tenn., No invitations are being
at
p.m.
6:04
at
28,
July
Tuesday.
cut for fall and winter. The front
on Tuesday, August 111,: at two
all friends and relatives are
but
and
Maude
Mrs.
Billington
Cook
the Murray-Calloway County
hair length varied depending
The Lottie Moon Group of the 13.M.
of Murray Route Two. Mrs. Invited to attend.
Hospital.
upon the style treatment around
Their other children are Bertha Cathey of Dover, Tenn., is
the face, and, of course, in- Q.
What is the naaskiat this:
Jennifer, age a great grandmother.
dividual needs. At the crown the
Gretchen, age
cut of melt?
ed from five t,o
011 r
.
Jiair ler
.12S- two
seViri Inches,
Graham is band director ift
(Fresh
Boneless
Ham).
was from one to two-and-e-half
Davies County High School. They Mr.and Mrs. Gerald Walker of
inches. Expert haircutting is Q. How is it identified?
been residing in Murray for Murray Route Two are the
have
absolutely necessary for the fine A. It is a fresh boneless, the summer but will move to parents of a baby boy, Jason
shaped and tied whole leg
coordination that is needed to
Lowell, weighing eight pounds
or ham. ft has a thin Owensboro during the next three
adapt thestut to individual needs,
ounces, born on Monday.
month.
covering
of fat. The roll
such as hair texture and growth,
July 27, at 807 a.m. at the
grandparents
maternal
,The
usually weighs 10 to 14
physical proportions of the
Murray -Calloway Count)
pounds but may also be are Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Banks
person, and the styling effect
and the paternal Hospital.
Murray
of
cut
into
smaller
roasts.
desired.
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Their other children are
Also highly important is a soft Q. How is it prepared?
Darrell, age ten, Donald, age
permanent wave professionally A. By roasting (baking). To John H. Graham of Granite City, nine, and Darlene, age 7L-2. The
roast, place the Leg of
prescribed for the right amount
father es employed in pipelizw
Pork, fat side up, on a
of style support needed for an
construction work.
rack,
in
an open roasting
individual's hair. It will also lend
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby J. Bazzell Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs
pan. Insert meat tirerstability to the styling and give
motneter so the bulb is of McMinville, Tenn., are the Lowell Walker of Murray Route
great ease of--care in between
centered in the thickest parents of a baby girl, Julie Lee, Three and Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
salon visits.
irillg eight. 4kibli01118-114196 Eilling.ton of-_.fiferraycokiiiefid-fati reflee
tat. Do notadd.-aiater and ounces, born on Tuesday, July 21. Seven.
the gentle elegance of the fashion
do not cover. Hoist in a
The father is advanced
picture. To begin with, the hair
slow oven (325°F.)
Material Planner for Carrier Air
must be properly conditioned
Shannon Leigh is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Larry
C,ontri of 1504 Henry Street.,
Murray, for their baby girl,
weighing six pounds five ounces,
born on Monday, July 27, at 10:17
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have one son, Todd, age
three. The father is employed at
the Conservation Education
Center in the Land Between the
Lakes for the TVA
Mr. and Mrs Armando Contri
and Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
AS LOW AS $3"
Raubach, all of West Frankfort,
fr
[11, are the grandparents. Mrs.
Mary Ann Raubach of West
.41
Frankfort. Ill . is a great grandmother.

Miss T:a Crouch
Honored At Shower
At Goshen Church

VIcSwain Reunion
Honors Visitors
From Michigan

tork Shower Held
For Mrs. Vance
At Roberts Home

Mrs. Olia 'Lassiter
Leader At Good . e:s
SheolieWilletfing

Plans Completed
By Trecia Crouch
For Her Wedding
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Big Summer Clearance

ONE PAIR AT REGULAR PRICE * SECOND PAIR 5c

ALL MUST GO!

"OUR SACRIFICE IS YOUR SAVINGS"

SHORTS & TOPS

—ALL =fun

HAND BAGS 1/2 PRICE

SHOES Reduced

TWO MORE DAYS

2 PRICE & LESS
1
EVERYTHING /

-4- DRESSES *SPORTSWEAR
* SWIM SUITS * COTTON LINGERIE

PERSONALSA

Come In And See Our Beautiful New Fall Merchandise
Use Our Lay Away Plan.

Town & Country
Sho

14 Mae Hum

4

larue Spann

Kevin Darnell of Royal Oak,
Mich., is the guest of his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Solon
Darnell and Mr and Mrs. Rune
Waldrop. His parents, Mr. and
Mrs Pat Darnell. were here for a
visit the first of July
id _Ito 2
111

111 4.
-.11111111ei"

111
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Sale Ends Saturday
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Should e
be returi
By A
DEAR ABBY: I
guy I went with for 4
been officially engage
What I need to know i:
has given me quite a
First off, he gave m
cookware which is sti
some stuff that beton
and a crocheted tabl
her. There are also so
TV, and a window-ty
chine.I've beard tha
and I am wondering:
except the diamond r
DEAR ELSIE: Pt
but It. the other one
ALL gifts that were it
should be returned. A
to be used by the two
cookware.) Keep the
have hope!

DEAR ABBY: I
around in a fog. I jus
my aunt, and my "au
My mother wean'
to her married Mate:
married and had ch
sisters are really my
were my cousins are
feel terrible to think
known this all along 2
There is nothing
'
the Mird who raised:
his own 'mother. Axe
special for my real I
aunt.
I guess what I w
they have a secret li
the kids before they h

DEAR HURT: T1

DEAR ABBY: I I(
settled up without a 1J
people who have the:
stating what to leave
of the estate. It just d
right away.

DEAR NEEDS: I
eat." A lawyer is esti
but every lawyer dee
merely became he ac

DEAR ABBY: Tb
thinks that when won
be "upgraded."
I have a suggesti
to the status of wot
picking up their dirt
make such executive
to use. Let them do s)
it, and have dinner o
NOM&irmaisana.an
Instead of "grow
we might let then
housewifery that ma]
wives, possessive
nobodys
Also, let's put ou
the way with sex c
through childbirth, I
knows? Maybe thigu

What's your peel
your chest. Write ti
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Should engagement gifts

I.

-e

be returned?
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I just broke off my engagement with a
guy I went with for 4 years. [No tears. It was mutual.] We've
been officially engaged [with a diamond] for nearly 2 years.
What I need to know is this: What do I have to give back? He
has given me quite a number of gifts since I've known him.
First off, he gave me a hope chest and a complete set of
cookware which is still in the original box. He also gave me
some stuff that belonged to his mother, like a set of dishes
and a crocheted tablecloth, that her mother had given to
her. There are also some things I am using, like a portable
TV, and a window-type air conditioner, and a sewing machit*,I've beard that possession is nine tenths of the law,
and I am wondering if maybe I should just keep everything
except the diamond ring, which I already gave back?
ELSIE IN ROCKFORD

•

DEAR ELSIE: Possessios may be nine tenths of the law,
but it's the other one tenth that could get you into trouble.
ALL gifts that were in his family (the dishes and tablecloth)
should be returned. And so should gifts your fiance Intended
to be used by the two of you after your marriage. [The set of
cookware.] Keep the hope chest, however. A girl's gotta
have hope!
DEAR ABBY: I am 17 years old and am like walking
around is a fog. I just found out that my "mother" is really
my aunt, and my "aunt" is my real mother.
My mother wasn't married at the time, so she gave me
to her married sister to raise. Later, my real mother got
married and had children. That means my brothers and
sisters are really my cousins, and the kids I always thought
were my cousins are really my half-sisters and brothers. I
feel terrible to think almost everybody in the family haft
known Ws all along and I he to lad it out from a ser?egerThere is nothing I can do about it because I feel toward.
the aunt who raised me just like any kid would feel toward
his own mother. And I don't honestly feel anything extra
special for my real mother who I thought was just another
aunt.
I guess what I want to say is this: Please tell people if
they have a secret like this in their family, it's best to tell
the kids before they hear it from strangers.
HURT AND IN A FOG
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DEAR HURT: Thank you for some excellent advice.

and

DEAR ABBY: I would like to know how an estate can be
settled up without a lawyer getting a big cut. We have known
people who have their affairs in order, and have had wills
stating what to leave to whom, and still the lawyer gets part
of the estate. It just doesn't seem right to me. Please answer
NEEDS TO KNOW
right away.
DEAR NEEDS: I don't know what you mean by a "bie
cut." A lawyer is entitled to a legal fee for the work be does.
but every lawyer does not come in for a "part of the estate"
merely because he acts as the legal counsel for it.

1
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Two classroom training programs for the jobless have been
approved for Western Kentucky
by the Departmenti of Labor
and Health, Education and Welfare. They will be financed by
two federal grants totaling
8170,984.
The classes for residents of
Graves, Calloway, Fulton and
Hickman counties are sponsored
by the Department of Economic
Security at Mayfield through
the Manpower program.
Paducah Tilghman Area Vocational School will provide the
necessary materials and teaching staff and act as overseer of
the classes in welding and machine operation.
The two classes will accomodate 18 students each. The welding trainees will meet five days
weekly for 34 weeks. The cost
of the program is covered by a
federal grant of 171,999.
Machine operators will meet
for 40 weeks, and the grant to
the program is $98,985.
No definite date has been set
for the beginning of the classes,
but they probably will begin
sometime in October, according
to Randall Jackson, business
manager at the trade school:
The programs will be operated at Mayfield, but the location
of the classes has not been determined, he said.
Students for the classes will
ie chosen by the Mayfield office of Economic Security, and
applicants must contact that office.
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47 Likely
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49 Rocky hill 50 Insect egg

ADULTS 93
NURSERY 6
NEWBORN
NINE

ADMISSIONS:

DISMISSALS:
Glen McKinney, 801 North 18th
St., Murray; Mrs. Edna Metzger,
1605 Kirkwood, Murray; Mrs.
Rosel Jackson, 121 Spruce St.,
Murray; Donald Davis, 2800
Harvard, East St. Louis, Illinois;
Bill Mohundro, Route 6, Murray;
Miss Teresa Joseph, Route 1,
Kirksey; Mrs. Thelma Bennett,
Route 2, Murray; Mrs. Paulette
Lucckino and baby boy, 1602
Dodson Ave., Murray; Mrs. Fay
Futrell, Route 2, Hazel; William
Whitnell, Route 4, Murray; Oscar
Mitchell, Route 5, Cadiz; Mrs.
Oina Fulton, 301 Maple St
Murray.
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"State Pride" 100% cotton
sheets and pillow cases

Your Happy Shopping Store
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72- *101*- bee fel mus/ur

LONG-ON-WEAR BLF,ACHED WHITE
100% COTTON MUSLIN
72"x108" TWIN FLAT Usually '2.19 • Sale '1.37
81"x108" FUU. FLAT Usually '2.29 - Sale 11.67
TWIN FITTED Usually '2.19 - Sale '1.37
DOUBLE FITTED Usually 2.29 - Sale 167
42"x36" PILLOW CASES Usually 2/'1.10 .Saie 2/81'
GIRLS

One Group Mens

SUMMER CASUAL
PANTS

SUMMER FABRICS

Reg 6 - Special '2.88
Reg. 7 - Special '3.88
Reg. '10 - Special '4.88
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Values to '10.00
SPECIAL!
1/2 price
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FROM CONY:
Mrs. Vela Smith, 513 South 13th
St., Murray.
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DEAR ABBY: This is for CARL, your correspondent who
thinks that when women can do a man's job, they deserve to
be "upgraded"
I have a suggestion: How about -downgrading" the men
to the status of women? For example, let them start by
FROM CONV:
picking up their dirty socks and underwear. And let them
John Cathcart. Hazel
1
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Instead of 'growing
NURSERY 7
we might let them sink into the rut of boredom of
housewifery that makes so many women alcoholics, nagging
wives, possessive mothers and unhappy middle-aged
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
nobodys
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go
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the way with sex change
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knows? Maybe things will improve.
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LONBORG OPTIONED
BOSTON (UP1)-1e Boston
Had Sox Thursday optioned 1967
Cy Young Award-winner Jim
Lonborg to their Louisville
farm club and called up
veteran reliever Chuck Hertendein.
Lonborg recently came off
the disabled list and had a 4.1
record with a 3.18 ERA in nine
appea ra nces . Hartenstein, 311,
was recently signed to a
Louisville contract after being
given his outright release by
the Cardinals this season.
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1Migrant Camp Is Microcosm
Of Nearly Every Social III

Detective
Good Reader
Fooprints

A migrant camp is #
microcosm of nearly every
social ill., every injustice.. and
everything shameful in our
society: Poverty almost' beyond
belief, rampant disease and
malnutrition, racism, filth and
squalor, pitiful children drained
of pride and hope, exploitation
and powerlessness, and the
inability or unwillingless of
public and private institutions
at all levels to erase this
terrible blight on our country."
Sen.WalterF.Moadale

e
11.7

; K111444•GKY
& TIMEHURRAY-

migrant families in Hidalgo
County; that rickets was not an
uncommon disease there, although most people thought it
was abolished years ago, and
that they even found one case
of leprosy.

baby boy, 1103 Poplar St.
Curn Mathis, Rte. 4,
Rte. 4, Murray.
Murray;
Report
Hospital
Murray; Mrs. Avis Stevens, 1445
DISMISSALS
Hamilton, Paducah; Mrs. Eural
Davenport (expired), 604 Ellis,
Rudy McDougal, 1006 Payne Murray; William Turner (exADULTS 91
Murray; Mrs. Bette J. Morgan, pired), Cadiz.
NURSERY 5
Rte. 2 Box 43, Murray; Orval
Meier
Evans, 604 Sycamore, Murray; -Higher and
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
baby
(UPI)and
PHILADELPHIA
Mrs. Ruth Edwards
Mrs. Mary E. Imes and baby girl, Rte. 6 Mayfield; Mrs. Willie Towering Wilt Chamberlain
boy,201 So. 3rd St., Murray; Mrs. Taylor and baby girl. Rte. 7 , holds the National Basketball
Wanda L. Barrett and baby boy, Benton; Mrs. Marion Watson and Association one-game sconng
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San
Francisco's Golden
Gate Bridge was opened .in
1937.
* * *

Ninety-seven per cent of the
land in Alaska is owned by
the federal gosernmeni
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3.66

74'

4.68

89'

10.84

All liedi90

PORK BAIT

*ow:. &dice

TIDI
Giant Sir

54e

3.67
5.94
8.67

PRICE - QUALITY
WARRANTY & SERVICE

TV SERVICE CENTER

MiL01480 Spin-Cast
ROD and REEL
OUTFIT
694
/\;

Clip Coupon
At Botton Of

-Thin Fin- '44-0I. I Mr
62.410.4

99'

49'
54'
2127
3.66

65'

584

SAVE

474
924
47

on

3.84

50
8 oz. siz

Taster
Chola

FPEEZE DRIED C

No. 1964

Store Hours:
7 a.m. - 9 P.m.

01111S OHS

BANKAMERICARD

Mon.-Sat.
Prices Good thru Aug. 4th

SWIFT PREMIUM PROTEN

9ELDs
ROUND STEAK WHOLEHAMS
.891
6.9"- lb.
59 lb.

Butt
Shank

Swift's
" Premium

Ebert'TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN
FRANKS
GROUND
BEEF 49
i2.49c

EMGE MILD CURE

ARMOUR

BACON

69;

lb.

LB

FROZEN FOODS

*

CREME NES

* PRODUCE *

*-

Banquet

3/89'

fRiEs,Ora Ida -comp

STRAWBERRIES Bertine
ORANGE JUICE Donald Duck
PIES Morton Fruit and Creme Delight

LEMONS_
_calm fresit-s;e:

Doz. In Bag

lb. 10*
3-lb. bag 25'

4/s1.00 BANANAS
12-0z. 3/s1.00 YELLOW ONIONS
EGGS I nn Grove Grade "A"

(Apple & Pineapple)
HUNTS

KRAFT

DOZ.

GERBER STRAINED

TOMATO
BABY
JUICE
3/$1 00 FOOD
„59'

41
/
2 or.

PEPSI
391

91

6 pack

46 oz

SIMILAC GRAPE
JELLY

645;

3/894

FAMILY

SUGAR

SCOTT
TISSUE

$169

10 lb $ 1 25

4 roll

39;

EASY MONDAY
WINDOW CLEANER

NO. 2 Can 3/$

1°°

DEL MONTE

'
EASY OFF-1,

15 oz. 394

CRUSHED PINEAPPLE
No. 2 Can 3/$ 1.00

BLEACH

COFFEE

PUREX

DEL MONTE
TOMATO

DOUBLE Q PINK

SALMON CATSUP

TASTERS CHOICE
COFFEE
CLIP Coupon
ArlItittoni UtAtr'' 4 oz.

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
WHITE OR YELLOW

DEL MONTE
ENGLISH

CORN

PEAS

FIELD TRIAL

Tall Can

Giant Size

.49;

12 or. 65/
FREEZE DRIED

45'' SLICED PINEAPPLE
/
1
2 gal.

OLD JUDGE

RA11011 UST
SPAM
LUNCH - ZNPLEX
CREME
MEAT
24 or. pkg.

-DEL-MONTE

8 oz. •

-

TIDE

DOG
FOOD
50 lb.

20 OZ.

I lb.

65/

4

79/

FABRIC SOFTNER

TASTERS CHOICE
•COFFEE

4

GODCHAUX

3 lb.

FREEZE DRIED

4

CRISCO

18 oz.

2/49;

Clip Coupon
At Botta') Of At

JOY
LI UlD

Johnson,
cif
SAVE

50'
on 8 oz. size

Coupon

79;

gal. 53/
$O' •

LIMIT 1
PER
FAMILY
JOHNSON'S
GROCERY

Tasters
choice.

CHOCOLATE FUDGE
KEEBIES AND
OPERA CREME

COOKIES

85/

Offei Wires
j-29-7
No. 19640
JAR
OZ.
ALSTGOOD FOR 4
Clip Coupon
•

thi
g
2/

334

HOUSE
MORTON
MUSHROOM

303 Can

19

BLUE BONNETT

AND

SALISBURY STEAK
12 3/4 oz

55;

303 Can

23;

$419

—NO COUP

N
with

GRAVY mARGARIN

FREEZE DRIED COFFEE

491

1001

MAYONAISE
BAMA

35'

1 lb

291

Nig
Size
89;King
5 lb.4 oz.

COLOR
BLEAC

SAVE 40'

(WITH THIS COUPON)
UNIT 1 COUPON PER BOX PURCHASED

Redeemable only at.

JOHNSON'S

txpires 8/4/70 Without Coupon, King Size is 1121
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to•group. its addedoatet
new program is to help pars
ticipantg learn to evaluate'pokes
messages- both their own and
those presented by others.
In the Talk Meets, boys
pate only against boys and girls
Senior 441'irs
gainst girls.
agreed with Steiger's ideas
"MY aim was NOT to pre(ages 14-19) compete in one
about the part because he got tent Napoleon as the tired clidivision and contests for Junior
iretoot rewriteplaywright
th
Jean :he most people have held on
girls (ages 9-13) are
A
tilneoulh
g
LEXINGTON,KY.- Pollution boys and
erole s to since their high school hisfurther divided so that these
s man standing in the doorway tory classes.- said Steiger.
youth involvement, citizenship, 4
only
of death .
Rod tracked down many H membershi), drug addiction younger 4-H'ers compete
facets of the dimunitive emper- friendship-all were among tht against those their own age. Talk
or, including his medical his- topics selected by participants ir Meet contestants are judged on
appearance and poise, delivery
tory.
the recent Kentucky 4-H Tall;
"Most people know Napoleon
University of and effectiveness of their talks,
the
at
here
Meet
with awards in the program
ed of cancer of the stomach Kentucky.
by the Kentuc
sponsored
of
many
Some 150 young people,
but through the help of the
Broadcasters Association.
American Medical Association them accompanied by theit
The following young peopie
I discovered that he also arenta, came to Lexington July
selected as state winners in
suffered from cystitis and hem- 10 to compete in this state event. were
Meet.
morrhoids." Steiger said "Both All qualified for state competitior the 1970 Kentucky 4-H Talk
Seniors (ages 1449): girlswere very painful afflictions by winning top honors in county
Diana Childress, Rt, 1, Dunnville
and coupled with his constant
and area Talk Meets conducted
stomach pain, must have been
(Casey county); boys-Jim Bill
Program
Talk
4-H
the
of
part
a dreadful drain on the man's as
Sapp,1042 Williams St., Maysville
Until this year, this 4-H activity
energies. So this, too, entered
county). Thirteen-year(Mason
public
4-H
into my characterization." (It has been known as the
olds: girls-Melissa Turner, Rt. I,
may also account for the typi- speaking program, with the state
Maysville (Mason county); boyscal pose we 311 associate with contest held during the Kentucky
-Richard White, Rt, 1, Clay
holding his turn- State Fair,
Napoleon
Like the pu
Webster county). Twelve-year
my!1
speaking program, the 4-HT (
The AMA also came up with Program gives young people a Ads: girls-Kathy Nottingham,
ridge county);
a copy of the au,lopsy says
chance to develop skills in talking Huilson(Breckin
Steiger. "It was performed on
boys-Walter Rosser, Rt. 1, Dover
a• billiard table. Can you pic- later, be fighting for the con- (Mason county).
ture that—slicing up the erst- trol of Europe in the Battle of
Eleven-year-olds: girls-Nell
while emperor of ,the world on Waterloo. All of this entered Anne Kearns, Rt. 4, Cynthiana
a pool table!"
into my interpretation of the (Harrison county); boys-Mike
• • •
role."
Shannon, Rt. 2, Russellville
STEIGER made use of the
Steiger's current role Is as
unearthed facts in his unusual far-removed from Napoleon as (Logan county). Ten-year-olds:
portrayal, and added, "The in- any. Now in Spain, playing a girls-Therese Bender, Rt. 1,
Steiger as Napoleon.
teresting thing for me was Mexican bandit°, Steiger's ne- Owensboro (Davieas county);
playing him when he was about farious exploits are also per- boys-Randy FTggins, Rt. 2,
"That's how I played him"
45 which means he was on the formed by his sons as his ac"- Foster (Bracken county); NineSteiger continued. "You see I
then and he knew it. complices, For the bad guy role year-olds: girls-Donna Mcdid a great deal of research on way olat
"So, Napoleon must have had he hired a tutor for what he Cubbln, Rt. 1, Summer Shade
the man. Prior to starting the
strength of charac- calls "rough-and-tumble Span- (Barren county); boys-Brent
film, I read every book I tremendous
to endure
ish."
could find on him—particularly ter and determination
Smith, Taylorsville (Spencer
EIL they went that-a-way, county).
details about the time of the the pains of his illnesses, esdays
and,
100
from
Elba
cape
Battle of Waterloo."
-

Irom The Notebook Of S iger Actor of Many Roles
A Traveler In SE Asia l Even Napoleon Doesn't Type-Cast
In Rangoon, the drIstelll
)
public is being conditioned
IS Min AMMO
shift from the left hand sale
commot Pesos A saucbstiow
the road to the right on Now. 1.
elimoNsormaavbi
The most popular political Are
-I coattota a
iuggests that the Seetelist IIIIOLLTVEOLV>
prielvssrass her portraygovernment of the ereastionly
apreelather than Desard-pressed countrs Vibe • tails: zahariseters. Awl I don't
By ARNOLD DIBBLE
turn to the right ids&
lbsiliimx say _actor ma be type
MANILA (UPI) —From the
oast wawa be 36 tray par)sng a
notebook of a traveler after a
Still the largest hoe: beds II fassik-wesi-ltainid asap -- not a
7,500-mile swing through SouthAsia —if sot at eerie-are at part Ito secret Is discovering
east Asia:
SillfalL
Vbr Nal masa you are portraythe Majesde Shad
If the determination, courage
Rod Steiger
TN= die Bed isseseted s.- Nam tts for
my
be the
and persistence of the Cambo.a big vs ME eat whether helldisease.
lt pie,
feet.
12x9
dian army half matches that of feeling_
asayeet et the dread
the "Kamikaze Khmer Kis- Portable, vasedierideel side- Ilzyge casting as a result of his
quettes" (KKK ) lathes of the walk restaurant am a port air mast recent and most caricathat of
evening, Premier Lon Nol has Saigon We. nen le ewe Set ture-Lotus. role to date,
Napoleon Bonaparte'
little to worry about.
forms, er yams. estside lb*
cast
The KKK technique is unique., United Prest laltmallnal of- "How can you type
he asked. "I played Al
me'!"
evening
the
for
out
set
They
fice every mining aid &sap Capone and the Pope. Steinin a cyclo—a motorized pedicab pears by the noon siesta.
metz and Andrei Vishinsky 7 I
In
in which the passenger rides • UPI cerrespoockot Barney played a bigoted Southern sherfront of the pumping bicycle Siebert has ckibbed it: "Chock- iff and a crooked banker on the
driver. As a car approaches, ful o' Nuoc Mom I the redolent lam." He could have added that
they come out of the shadows Vietnamese fish_ sauce
he played a tattooed man, a
homosexual, and posed as a
of a tree-lined street and an
right at the headlights. The! The public housing experts in lady of the evening!
• • •
driver has no choice but toi Singapore are getting better
stop, screeching dead in his'and better, Now they complete
STEIGER has Dino de Laufor thinking of
tracks.
an apartment in new housing rentiis to thank
The KKK girl breaks for the development every 36 minutes him as Napoleon in his 815 mildoor and tries to get in beside --around the clock, around the lion film of the famous defeat.
"Especially when you recall
the driver.
year —compared to last year's that when I received the oriIf you are riding a cycl&
average of 45 minutes. Fully ginal ...script of 'Waterloo' I sent
yourself, you suddenly find one-third
singapore's it back saying that their Naof
a
of
variation
a
in
yourself
live in govern- poleon was little more than a
people
2,000.000
cowboy and Indian movie.
saying
puppet
cardboard
ment housing.
They'll bring you to a halt and
'Charge' and 'Retreat!' rather
several cyclos will circle you as
The slot machines in the than a man who controlled
the Indians did the old wagon Jakarta casinos are the tighteM much of the known world,"
trains while one after another in Asia. But few complain Rod said.
of them will try to get in your because the epergetic governor
De Laurentlis obviously
- cyclo.
uses the proceeds to
Jakarta
A
It's possible to win—or is it
Fix the • streets and make civic
lose—but not easy.
provements. It's a vastly
:nore orderly city these days.
Phnom Penh, the Cambodian
capital, still is the most If you want to get cool—like
beautiful and perhaps the
—in Equatorial Southeast
!-.s-4 4nr.
cleanest city in Ritik)
Asia take the night'stee-Per
as
close
as
laps
Though the war
Kuala
Singapore to
from
18 miles from the city, the
Lumpur. The temperature—
flower gardens on the broad
which can't be regulated from
boulevards are tended daily.
your compartment—got so low
An American who has seen could see my breath and it I
I
by
the beauty of Saigon eroded
sent me to a doctor with
the war, said: "Now let's watch
nchitis.
us mess this one up."

UPI general news editor tor
Asia, Arnold Dibble, has just
completed a 7,500-mile through
Southeast Asia. From his
notebook during the trip, he
gleaned the following excerpts.

e
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AUTOS POIt
ISO MCP, tour we
krw slakes% hos two
1111111110.
1g6sJEvaoLrr Lm
autolc, power ate
brakes, factory air, g
low mileage. Phone
after 6:00 p.m.
1964 FORD Fairlac
miles. See at 103 Si
Street,
GUILTY IN KICKBACK —
Former Mayor Hugh J. Addonizio (a b o v e, leaving
court) and four other men
were convicted on charges
of extortion and conspiracy
which the government
called a "cold-blooded, calculated" kickback scheme
in Newark, N.J. He said
he will appeal.

GET MEMORIAL FUNDS
LONDON (UPI)—The Lore
Mayor of Westminster and
other organizers said Tuesday
they have raised the $72,000 in
donations needed to erect a
memorial in Parliament Square
to Sir Winston Churchill.

E Oft IN
ND START SOMET

Cash plus U.S. government securities
as per cent of total current liabilities

BEACON HILL IRONSTONE MARE Frogs Staftbrdshire, England comes our beautiful patters of BEACON
HILL bombes ilbsiniars, bads by oas or England's oldest potteries
This lovely swat minim, does Is Meissen blue, on a boo.'bite body, is extremely durable. The body
la flint 6114 sae tidy sal Nab resisIset.

a IsIIv a MIMI% sat Ns& Insi,,as., treurreast thine Tar quiet eiguity will
111010MICT
awl*d dim Sate, bread and butter plata, <sip and saPeet
demossay Ohl& ligisei

Bank-ofluffayinakesit happen!

FREE!

March
1970
.,),•) Fx'chafige Commission
March

•1%9

By CARt m MADDEN. CHIEF ECONOMIST
•
Chakber of Commerce of the United States
CREDIT RESTRAINTS ot, .1,,.(1 to slow inflation by reduc,,1 hl
-Ole the
1,, expand. During such periods. busini.- turn, find thLit cash does not come in as
faH a, luiLuto;,•,.
richt, m.. This results in a decline
in the oeutco..i.ii r,f
and securities available to
busincsse, In rr-1:,1:, T1
cuhrent liabilities. Thus.
III,
if- oloncy for expansion after paybusiness
ing
•,
,•iai with interim!, iates at high
levels. more (•, I r: 1 1 ,,c,- ,iccuic to postpone expansiot.
In the yea' 411,1, 1
:11,,teli. nonfinancial corporations
prieentage points, or abt-ellt
experienced a (11)-Ji ,.1.
duniands for cash. This di'IR', . in then ."ii I •
was more Iii, ii
mit-halt times that for the
III. L!rvatest in -Inv daeado.
previoti, ea r. thi

Take your choice of patterns. Be the proud possessor of a beautifully distinctive dinnerware set.
And Bank of Murray makes it happen. With your
first $25 deposit, Bank of Murray starts your set
with a Free 4-piece place setting. With each addi-

: three or fi
room house, dining ri
den. Phone Vanderba
teal, Mr. Shinners at
or 753-2682 after 6.00

tional $25 deposit, you can add a setting for just
$3.50. So come on in and start your dinnerware set
now. It's the rewarding way to build a savings account and a beautiful dinnerware set, too.

Bank of Murray
ISRMBER F.0 1.C.
One nun& Progreso. Per Immerhar•

a

CARD OF THAN
We wish to express ot
to Mrs Bessie Waldr-1
bora and friends ft
thoughtfolenss in food
era, Dr. Clark, Max (
Funeral Home, Rev. „It
Alfred Cobb for their
comfort in our deep so
our beloved mother.
The Cbilttren
Grandchildre

TO RI

lust deposit $25.00 or more in a new or existing regular sayings account.

38

1050 CHEVROLET
Phone 753-68133

1966 CHRYSLER Newpi
door hardtop. Power bn
steering. Excellent c•
$750.00. Phone 489-21;

A DINNERWARE RACE SETTING JUST FOlt100:
•

1969 BUICK Skylark
hardtop with factory
Ml power. Vinyl ro
Buick Electra Limited
air and :11 power. .7
brand new. Cain an
Gulf Station. Corner o
Main.

1963 CHEVROLET Imi
door hardtop. Real in
automatic. 1962 Buick
wagon with air and po
have a few fishing $100
Cain and Taylor Gulf
Corner of 8th and MAL

18.4

-Data:. U

1948 4-WHEEL dri
Jeep. Vinyl top, exce
ditice, $500.00. Phone
after 5:00 p. m.

...NTIAC Bonner
.4- hardtop with fat
sod all power. 1963 01
iht-toUr door= Variftap-,-new. Factory air and
Cr, Cain and Taylor C
tion. Corner of 6th am

HOW BUSINESS FUNDS DROP
DURING CREDIT SQUEEZE

March
1968

1861 DODGE one-ton t
side boards. Excelle
don. Phone 753-5889
p.

wer.
'C

It's yojiLikENOMY

-March
1967

1965 CORVA1R, ti
factory air. Phone 7!
753-2669.

1969 CHEVY Malibu,
hardtop. Burgundy w
vinyl roof. Factory
power. 1968 Buick SO
door sedan- with fat
steest:4 act bn
Burgundy w
. Cain and Ti
sener of

WIELDS BIG STICK Argentina's new president, Roberto Marcelo Levingston I right I receives the Presidential Baton
symbol of power, from Air Force Cmdr. Brig. Gen. caries
Rey during swearing-In ceremony at the presidential palace
In Buenos Aires. Looking on are Army Crqdr. Lt, Gen.
Alejandro A. Lanusse (left) and Navy Chief Pedro Onavi
between Levingston and Rey
(Radiophoto,
- ommommoarr

•

1918 PLYMOUTH coi
rimming condition, ph
6429.

PO! SALE

8 CENT

SA
SHOE
ANgunk
'tits
pc-

a A RE
$E401 STORE

r

s-

see"'

stele
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NOT101

NOM.

NOTICE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALMI

REAL ESTATE POE SALO

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR BALE

VERY ATTRACTIVE hbedroom
THIS BEAUTIFUL 3-bedroom
brick home with a spacious inbrick located at 1810 Parklane
ACT NOW
CHOICE DEVELOPMENT
levier, consisting of a living
Drive has been reduced in price
A newly decoarted interior room, kitchen-family room, utilSITU
ATTENTION
This house is 4 years
$1,000.
ige5IEvRoLLr Impala, 317,
Four bedroom home with 2 sets off this 2 bedroom ity and 1% ceramic baths. LiREAL ESTATE BROKERS
old but is like new. Has 1%
autoIc, power steering and
bath rooms, hill basement, borne. Situated on a large tres include kitchen built-ins,
lots of nice cabinets with
baths,
brakes, factory air, good tires,
heat and air. Situat- shady lot and located only 2 air conditioners and all the
central
air-conditiondisposal,
range,
Interested in increased GROSS?
Low mileage. Phone 753-4516
ed on 8 acres of choice land, 3 blocks from MSU at 314 draperies. Priced right for imed, TV tower, extra nice drapes,
Commissions?
Profits?
TFNC
after 6:00 p.m.
adjacent to the city limits. South 15th. Financing avail- mediate sale.
paved drive, owners are leaving
Water and sewerage, and nat- able. Seitiog for $12,600.00. FINANCING BY OWNER and
act now
August,
early
in
town
1984 FORD Fairlaoe, 30,000
Let in show you how this is possible when you become
KY. LAKE WAYI
ural gas available. Excellent
low downpayment makes It easy
be sorry.
or
miles. See at 103 South 12th
a member of our nationwide real estate firm. Our proven
investment, no zoning involv- Clom to the Blood River area to buy the 3 bedroom home on
On
house
-bedroom
3
NEW
A
J-30-P
Street.
of Ky. Lake, a real attract- Lynn Grove Hwy. Has a separNational Advertising and Computer Service Center are juet lot 130' by 200', approximately
ed.
two of the many pluses we add to your trusineas.
A four bedroom brick near ive 3 bedroom aod a 2 acre Me dining room, living room
1948 PLYMOUTH coupe, good
1 mile west on Lynn Grove
the high school site. 2 bed- lot. This home is located
pocch, with
kitchein
running condition, phone 7553ed in
screkete,
highway. Lots of extra large
ith firep
rwange
J-30-P
rooms, sunken living room, very close to Irvin Cobb Re6429.
Write for 4u11 particulars. No obligation.
shade, heated garage with door
formal dining area, excellent sort and Center Ridge Sub- arate garage, large storage died,
with remote control opener,
STROUT REALTY
1965 CORVAIR, three-speed
floor Oen, double garage, division. 'immediate possesbeautiful oversize lot.
carpet, dishwasher,
nice
very
P.
0.
Box
2757
factory air. Phone 753-7137 or
very large patio. This home sion. Only 413,650.00.
-BEDROOM brick available imfull ceramic tile
2
2
dispoeal,
Speingfield, Missouri 651113
J-30-C
OWNERS LEAVING!
753-2669.
also has cents-al heat and air
mediately. Located in Robertbaths, both have tub and showand a well landscaped lawn. 1520 Kirkwood, this 1% story
son School District, at 804 N.
er, central heat and air, paved
1961 DODGE one-ton truck with
If you are interested in a 3 bedroom brick veneer ofinterthe
see
must
17th Street. This biome has
You
drive.
condiExcellent
boards.
side
quality home see this one. fers an excellent floor plan
many fine features that you
ior of this house to really aption. Phone 7534880 after 5:00
extra
entry,
large,
Spacious
Brick and stone hcme featurmust see to appreciate- Atpreciate it. This house is priced
A4-C
p.m.
/OS SALE
HELP WANTED
ing 3 bedrooms, full base sunny living room, kitchen
tractively priced.
at $22,500. The lot sold for alment, formal dining room, and den, 2 baths, garage, LYNN
1948 4-WHEEL drive Willis
GROVE-2 bedroom
FOR SALE OR BENT: Bows WANTED: Kale, 25 to 40 years most one-third of this price.
234 baths, fireplace in the central beat and air,, builtJeep. Vinyl top, excellent controller, 10' x 61', '61 model. for permanent employment, BEAUTIFUL 4-bedroom brick
brick rnd stucco home on a
recreation in range, dishwasher, hard
zoom,
family
dition, $500.00. Phone 753-6904
Phone 7554E56 or 7511423L 5% days week. Salary open. Lo- on Dudley Drive. Has 2 bednice shady lot of almost one
room, double garage, large wood floors, lots of shrubs, acre. Large rooms, enclosed gaJ-3I-C
after 5:00 p. m.
Aagost-1-C cal firm. Sales and merchan- rooms down and 2 up with two
sunder* with electric grill paved drive. Check on the
rage, separate storage building
full baths, Extra nice winding
1969 BUICK Skylark four door
FACTORY BUELT 1.0 ft. cab dising. Write giving full re- stairs, central heat and air, caryour outdoor living pleas- attractive transferable loan
for
10' x 12'. Owner needs to move
some
to P.O. Box 32B Norhardtop with factory air and
over truck camper. Sleeps lour.
DESIGN!
UNIQUE
ure. All electric, city school
to Murray.
TEC pct and .s..me.ling extra in the
all power. Vinyl roof. 1968
and
Luxury
corobin.
1675.00. Phone 7534111111. TTC ray, Kentucky.
quality
district. Let us show you this
HAZEL-2 bedroom brick on
lifetime, pre-finished hardwood
Buick Electra Limited. Factory
outstanding home. Would ad to offer ideal living in an
WANTED: one cook, good work- floors, extra large 2-car garage,
a large shady corner lot. House
GOOD
USED
refrigerator.
like
Just
power.
, air and di
eat= nice 3 bedroom brick
consider a trade.
Mg conditions. Room and board •
has wail to wall carpeting, elecrange, dishwasher, disSingle door with freezer across
brand new. Cain and Taylor
91 acre farm located on High- Added features are a very
available. If interested call Bill posal, large lot with curb, gutfurnace, utility room, walk
tric
the
top.
Phone
Puryear
and
247- Cherry
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th
way 641 about 2 miles north spacious den with pecan panenclosed garage with
753.7707.
A4C ters, underground wiring, in
closet,
in
3940
af.i.er
4:00 p.m.
TEM
J-31-C
WE WILL NOT
Main.
of Murray, adjacent to in- eling and Wait* 2 baths, shower stall. Owner needs to
ar ,hool district. This house
city
WANTED: Ladies, full or part
dustrial property. Practical- central heat and air, new, move to Murray.
pri:ed at only $36,000.
WANTED SOMEONE to take
1969 CHEVY Malibu, two door
le
BE UNDERSOLD
time position available at once is
ly all of the harm is tillable chahwaiher, dispoeN, refrigHAZEL-4 bedroom, 2 story,
over payment of $25.00 per
RYAN AVENUE just 1
ON
hardtop. Burgandy with beige
erator-freezer, and draperies.
with itilfhlY progressive com- block from University Campus
procoodlof
state
high
a
in
and
excellent
in
home
frame
month
on
and
air
air-conditiooers,
eaFactory
vinyl roof.
pany. Excellent promotion opductivity. 800' highway front- Save $ $ and assume this
tion. Located close to business
is this nice 3-bedroom brick
power. 1988 Buick Skylark four
Ph°7 711 portunities. Apply in person at
math(
w°
"
Financing available at 5 3 4% loan.
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trailer.
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'Nene!. of 6th and
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large business lot with a view track. One 20 acre track
Phone 753-5862
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disc. One FiD7-W Allis Chamb- working
frame house, $15,000.00.
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ero pick-up
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's car
LEGAL NOTICE
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J41-C Revised Statutes, 1, or MY &41* scope end Redfield mounts, in- person to Senders & Purdom your payments, live for free.
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A-1-C bedroom
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of this State:
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deluxe-air
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a
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ence relating to fringe benefits
;louse, has new kiter
Boyd, Ricky Boyd, Mark •
.gy for the Democrats.
tion. Corner of 6th and Main. provided through irrevocable ing room. Loan can be assumed.
Sport, automatic in consoli-laws• Mar. LOW311: sell. 35 acres
Phone 753-1548 after 5:00 p. m.
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J-31-C
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anatorial candidate Bert T. Lassiter, and Richard Neel. wel•
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local car, nice, $795.00.
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stereo, clean,
•gie Arm- Breathitt, of Hopkinsville, suf- be there are the lieutenant Kendall who died April 27,
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have a few fishing $100.00 cars. persons desiring to present evi- hours of 7:00 and 9:00 p. m., 753dence
offer
on
or
tewonooy
8202.
J-31-C
and Jackie fered facial injuries Thursday governor
candidates-Attorney succumbed Wednesday at the
Station.
Cain and Taylor Gulf
\Vas
Quiet Day
Corner of 6th and Main. J-31-C this date are invited to attend BALDWIN PIANOS and organs, 1963 CHEVROLET 4 door, H1 itN,' service. night in an automobile accident General John B. Breckinridge, home of a daughter, Mrs. W. R.
the hearing.
Air, automatic, $545.00
House Speaker Julian Carroll and Perry. She is survived by two
mirrnan. Jc here.
rent $10 monthly, rent applies
pick-up.
John W..Young,
1950 CHEVROLET
daughters, Mrs. Perry of Murray
Stalls, and Also suffering minor injuries State Sen. Henry Beach.
The Murray Police DepartA-1-P
Phone 753-688$.
Commissioner Kentucky to purchase. Used Spinet P'
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Department of Labor
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URTEEN FOOT Jon Boat
A-1-C
7 =4
power, extra nice, $2295.1 $
with new 9% Evinrude motor,
HUFFY
$475.00. • 15 foot Fiberglass runRiding Mower
about with 60 HP Joluisoo mo- 10011 DA1'SUNi./
CARD OF THANKS
2 ton pick-u.
1
In Excellent condition
and trailer, $1175.00. Phone
3 hi choose from, re;
We wish to express our thanks
$115.00
436-5534.
J-31-C
to Mrs Bessie Waldr-ps neigheconomy trucks, 41295.1
MOTO-ROTARY
bors and friends for their
TILLER
ROSE BROCADE living room 1943 PONTIAC
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thoughtfulense in food and
Like New
couch. Good condition. Phone
door, hard top, air &
era, Dr. Clark, Max Churchill
$115.00
753-3171.
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power, automatic, ext
Funeral Home, Rev. Jones and
One
clean, $695.00
Alfred Cobb for their words of
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USED ADMIRAL color TV, Macomfort in our deep sorrow foe
ple console, $9950 at Leach's
20 cubic feet
our beloved mother.
Music Center. Phone 753-7575, 1988 DATSUN,4 door Sedan .
chest type freezer „
The Children sad
Excellent condition,
A-4-C
h.p., over head cam engine
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$93.00
up to 30 miles per gallon. 4
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Electro-35
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Deluxe
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bedfour
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A-3-NC
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CAR
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HOME SUPPLY
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FARM WORK
Silas Cutting
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open til 8 p.m
. R. Jones. Phone 436-2353.
CALL
s. • Sycamore 753-7114
:•ft, president of the lilurilay Quota Club, is pictured holding Coder, cerrespending secretary; Heleise Roberts, board member; Gaynelie
ECM or EARL FORSEE
% . '7
members. Left to right, are Marjorie Hide, vice- Williams, secretary; Mary Breeringmeyer, board member
joad Barbera Brown,
,
• .
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Day phone 753 2532
The largest shrimp 'beds in ::•slard member; Jean S. Wilson, sergeant at arms Martha beard member. Absent whenpkture was made was Marie r.assiter, treasurer.
Night phone 753-8080
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• From The Notebook Of
A Traveler In SE Asia

Even Napoleon Doesn't Type-Cast

the drlving
Int general news editor tor In Rangoon,
being conditioned ba
Asia, Arnold Dibble, has just public is
from the left hand side of
By AlUAY ARCHER!)
completed a 7,500-mile through shift
Central Press Assocoutiun
right on Nov. 1.
the
to
road
:he
Southeast Asia. From his
Correspondes t
most popular political Joe
notebook during the trip, he The
HOLLYWOOD- "I confess a
that the Socialist
aiggests
gleaned the following excerpts.
preference for portraygovernment of the economically strong
ing real men rather than fica
take
country
aard-pressed
tional characters. And I don't
By ARNOLD DIBBLE
turn to the right itself.
believe any actor can be type
MANILA UPI ) -From the
cast when he is truly pitying a
notebook of a traveler after a
Still the largest hotel beds in flesh-and-blood man - not
7,500-mile swing through SouthAsia-if not * world-are at part. The secret is discovering
east Asia:
the Majestic IMO in Saigon. In the real man you are portrayIf the determination, courage
my room, the bed measured mg," Now it's for Rod Steiger
be the
and persistence of the Combofeet. It gave me a lonely to find out whether he'lldisease,
12x9
than army half matches that of
subject of the dread
feeling.
the "Kamikaze Khmer Kotype casting as a result of his
Portable, wooden -stool side- m,st recent and most caricaquettes" (KKK) ladies of the
of
part
a
walk restaurants are
ture-istic role to date, that of
evening, Premier Lon Nol has
Saigon life. There is one that Napoleon Bonaparte
little to worry about.
forms, or gathers, outside the
"How can you type cast
The KKK technique is unique.
United Press International of- me'!" he asked. "I played Al
They set out for the evening
fice every morning and disap- Capone and the Pope, Steinin a cyclo-a motorized pedicab
pears by the noon siesta.
metz and Andrei Vishinsky? I
in which the passenger rides in
Barney''played a bigoted Southern shercorrespondent
UPI
front of the pumping bicycle
Siebert has dubbed it: "Chock- iff and a crooked banker on the
driver. As a car approaches,
o' Nuoc Mam ( the redolent lam." He could have added that
ful
they come out of the sheclows
he .played a tattooed man, a
Vietnamese fish sauce)." a
aim
and
street
of a tree-lined
homosexual, and posed as a
lady of the evening!
right at the headlights. Thl
The public housing experts in
• • •
driver has no choice but to
Singapore are getting better
stop, screeching dead in his
STEIGER has Dino de Lauand better. Now they complete
tracks.
rentiis to thank for thinking of
housing
new
in
apartment
an
The KKK girl breaks for the
as Napoleon in his $15 mil'development every 36 minutes him film of the famous defeat
lion
door and tries to get in beside
-around the clock, around the -Especially when you recall
the driver.
year -compared to last year's that when I received the oriIf you are riding a cyclo
average of 45 minutes. Fully ginal script of 'Waterloo' I sent
yourself. you suddenly find
of
singapore's It back saying that their Naone-third
yourself in a variation of a
live in govern- poleon was little more than a
people
2,000,000
cowboy and Indian movie.
saying
puppet
cardboard
ment housing.
They'll bring you to a halt and
'Charge!' and 'Retreat!' rather
several cyclos will circle you as
The slot machines in the than a man who controlled
the Indians did the old wagon
world,"
Jakarta casinos are the tightest much of the known
another
one
after
while
trains
said.
Rod
in Asia. But few complain
of them will try to get in your
De Laurentiis obviously
because the energetic governor
cyclo.
.tai
the
if
uses
Jakarta
proceeds
It's possible to win-or is it
ax the streets antiftfutke drie
lose-but not easy.
improvements. It's a vastly
more orderly city these days.
Phnom Penh, the Cambodiar
capital, still is the most
If you want to get cool-Like
beautiful and perhaps the
Catatoaial .faaataace
Southeast "Asia.
cleanest 4_ in'
Asia, take the night sleeper
as
close
as
laps
Though the war
ore to Kuala
ifulea -freed the city; the from.Singap
Lumpur. The temperatureflower gardens on the broad
which can't be regulated from
boulevards are tended daily.
your compartment-got so low
An American who has seen
I could see my breath and it
by
eroded
the beauty of Saigon
t me to a doctor with
the war, said: "Now let's watch
bronchitis.
us mess this one Up."

Kentucky
Rod 4-H Talk
Meet Held

to a grow At
Id
new greurvia
ticignstsbogyftevaluate
mumps- both their own awl

those presented by others.
In the Talk Meets, boys compete only against boys and girls
gainst girls. Senior 4-Hers
Agreed with Stetgers ideas
"MY aim was NOT to pro(ages 14-19) compete in one
about the part ,because he got sent Napoleon as the tired elidivision and contests for junior
the great
playwright Jean :he most people have held on
girls (ages 9-13) are
LEXINGTON, KY.- Pollution boys and
Anourhl to rewrite the role as to since their high school hisfurther divided so that these
a man standing in the doorway tory classes," said Steiger.
youth involvement, citizenship,
4-H'ers compete only
of death
Rod tracked down many H membership, drug addiction younger
facets of the dimunitIve emper- friendship-all were among the against those their own age. Talk
or, including his medical his- topics selected by participants it Meet contestants are judged on
tory.
appearance and poise, delivery
the recent Kentucky 4-H Talk
of their talks,
"Most people know Napoleon
the University of and effectiveness
at
here
Meet
with awards in the program
red of cancer of the stomach.
Kentucky.
sponsored by the Kentucky
but through the help of the Some 150 young people, many at Broadcasters Association.
American Medical Association them accompanied by their
The following young peopie
I discovered that he alio *rents, came to Lexington July
winners in
'suffered from cystitis and hem- 10 to compete in this state event. were selected as state
morrhoids." Steiger said "Both All qualified for state competitor the 1970 Kentucky 4-H Talk Meet.
were very painful afflictions by winning top honors in count) Seniors tages 14-19): girlsChildress, Rt. 1, Dunnvilla
and coupled with his constant
area Talk Meets conducted Diana
stomach pain, must have been and
(Casey county); boys-Jim Bill
Program.
Talk
4-H
the
of
part
a dreadful drain on the man's u
Sapp,1042 Williams St., Maysville
Until this year, this 4-H activity
energies so this, too, entered
county). Thirteen-year
(Mason
public
4-H
the
Into my characterization." (It has been known as
olds: girls-Melissa Turner, Rt. L
may also account for the typi- speaking program, with the state
Maysville (Mason county); bo
cal pose we all associate with contest held during the Kentucky
1, Clay
Napoleon-- holding his tum- State Fair,
Like the publi -Richard White, Rt.
Twelve-year
county).
(Webster
my!)
-HT
4
the
speaking program,
Ads: girls-Kathy Nottingham,
The AMA also came up with Program gives young people
a copy of trat autopsy says chance to develop skills in talking Hudeon(Breckinridge county);
Steiger. "It was performed on
boys-Walter Rosser, Rt. 1, Dover
a billiard table. Can you pic- later, be fighting for the con- (Mason county).
ture that—slicing up the, erst- trol of Europe in the Battle of
Eleven-year-olds: girls-Nell
while emperor of the world, on Waterloo. All of this entered Anne Kearns, Rt. 4, Cynthiana
a pool table!"
Into my interpretation of the (Harrison county); boys-Mike
• • •
role."
Shannon, Rt. 2, Russellville
STEIGER made use of the
Steiger's current role is as
-olds;
unearthed facts in his unusual far-removed from Napoleon as (Logan county). Ten-year
portrayal, and added, "The in- any. Now in Spain, playing a girls-Therese Bendv.., Rt. 1,
Stitigor as Napoleon.
teresting thing for me was Mexican bandit°, Steiger's ne- Owensboro (Daviess county);
playing him when he was about farious explolts are also per- boys-Randy Figgina, Rt. 2,
"That's how I played him"
45 v.thich rneallii he was on the formed by his sons as his ac- Foster (Bracken county); NineSteiger continued. "You see I
and he knew it. complices. For the bad guy role year-olds: girls-Donna Mcdid a great deal of research on way out then
"So, Napoleon must have had he hired a tutor for what he Cubbin, Rt. 1, Summer Shade
the man. Prior to starting the
tremendous strength of charac- calls "rough-and-tumble Span- (Barren county); boys-Brent
film, I read every book
could find on Kim-particularly ter and determination to enchire
Smith, Taytorsville (Spet.aer
the pains of his, illnesses, esSi, they went that-a-way, county).
details about the time of the
days
erbd
and
100
from
cape
senor.
Battle of 1Frar'erfoo."
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AUTOS paa u
win
1W,!ow
lasa
two I
is, ansaila.
786-7111111.
LET
auAoiC, power nee)
brakes, factory air, go
low mileage. Phone
after 6:00 p.m.
1964 FORD Fairlan•
miles. See at 103 So
Street,
GUILTY IN KICKBACK Former Mayor Hugh J. Addonizio (a b o v e, leaving
court) and four other men
were convicted on charges
of extortion and conspiracy
which the government
called a "cold-blooded, calculated" kickback scheme
in Newark, N.J. He said
he will appeal.

GET MEMORIAL FUNDS
UPI)-The Lord
LONDON
Mayor of Westminster - and
other organizers said Tuesday
they have raised the $72,000 in
donations needed to erect a
ujal in Parliament Square

1148 PLYMOUTH cou
running condition, phi
6429.
1965 CORVA11, th
factory air. Phone 75t'
753-2669.
1961 DODGE one-ton ti
side boards. Excedlen
ton. Phone 7534889 a
p. m.
1948 4-WHEEL driv
Jeep. Vinyl top, excel)
&ton, $500.00. Phone
after 5:00 p. m.
1969 BUICK Skylark fi
hardtop with factory_
all power. Vinyl roc
Buick Electra Limited.
air and .11 power. a
brand new. Cain atx
Gulf Station. Corner of
Main.

1969 CHEVY Malibu,
hardtop. Burgandy wi
vinyl roof. Factory
power. 1968 Buick Sky]
door sedan with fad
power steering and bra
ed glass. Burgandy vn
vinyl roof. Cain and Tie
Station. Corner of
Main.
-

1968 CHEVY Camaro
truck. 1967 Cortina se
torooae transmission. D
tie girls or old worn.
either one. Cain and
Gulf Station. Corner of
Main.
1967 CHRYSLER fou
hardtop with factory
power. Real low mileag
roof. 196'7 Buick LaSat
door hardtop with far
r. Vinyl roc
aylar Gulf Statio:
er of 6th and Main.

1965 DODGE Dart to
hardtop GT. 1965 Chen
pale convertible. 1965
Bonneville, two door
Cain and Taylor Gulf
Corner of 6th and Mail

1966 FORD Fairlane
door hardtop. V-8, a
power steering. 1966
300. Local car. Real a
factory air and power.
Taylor Gulf Station. CI
6th and Main.

vianotaio wet(—Argentina's new piesident, Rol:Fetter Marcelo Levingston (right) receives the Presidential Baton
(symbol of power( from Air Force Cmdr Brig. Gen. Carlos
Rey during swearing-In ceremony at the presidential palace
in Buenos Aires. Looking on are Army Cmdr. Lt. Gen
Alejandro A. Lanusse (left) and Navy Chief Pedro Gnavi
VinsPessan.1-+Nas*-es.esal•''sit -

1964 PONTIAC Bonney
r hardtop with fac
antrair power.
98, four door hardtop,
new. Factory air and
er. Cain and Taylor C
Lion. Corner of eth at

Norm

It's your J1ECONOMY

1963 CHEVROLET Imi
door hardtop. Rea/ sh
automatic. 1962 Buick
wagon with air and po
have a few fishing $100
Cain and Taylor Gulf
Corner of 6th and Mai

NOW BUSINESS FUNDS DROP
DURING CREDIT SQUEEZE
Cash plus U.S. government securities
as per cent of total current liabilities

•
BEACON HILL IRONSTONE WARE From Stallardshire, Englaad In
flW1 or BRAWN
Olalatal 5
HILL Ironstooe dinnerware, made by one of Emland's oldest potteries.
This loreli floral pattern, done in Meissen blue, on a booe *Ate tody, is eatramaty &Ethic no tody
is flaa hard and ,-1.10 and break resistant.

1960 CHEVROLET
Phone 753-8863.

1966 CHRYSLER Newp(
door hardtop. Power br
steering. Excellent c
$750.00. Phone 489-21t

Bank of Murray makes it happen!

CARD Of THAN
We wish to express oi

A DINNERWARE PLACE SETTING JUST FOR 1111:
March
1967

March
1968

March
1969

to Mrs. Bessie Waldr't
bore and friends

thoughtfulenas in food 1
eas, Dr. Clark, Max f
Funeral Home, Rev. J(
Alfred Cobb for their
comfort in our deep so
our beloved mother.
The Children
Grandchildre

March
1970

WAIIT1D TO RI

Data: U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission

: three or Ii
house, dining n
den. Phone Vanderbil
ical, Mr. Shinners at
or 753-2682 after 6.00

By CARL H MADDEN, CHIEF ECONOMIST
Chamber of Commerce of the United Stores
. CREDIT RESTRAINTS are. used to slow inflation by reduc-

ing.theaallitity of'business to expand. During such periods. business fit-ms find that cash does not come in as
fast as liabilities, or debts. rise. This results in a decline
in the percentage of cash and securities available to
-businesses in relation' to their current' liabilities: Thus. bOiliness firms hays,less money for exiSansion after payinterest rates. at high
ing debt obligations. and
Koviils. more 6.(o ',orations. dvrick lo-pOstpone expansion. a'
El, the year ,ended last Ntorch. nonfinancial corporations
experienced .1 (11•(.1) of four percentage points, or about
18' . in Diva ..ailittI meet demands for cash:This defaaaaaastline was snore abaa 1.1, .04.0jaa.-1,m11.timea that ,ftir the
previous year. MO ohe of the gra:deal in the decade.
.

tional $25 deposit, you can add a setting for just
$3.50. So come on in and start your dinnerware set
now. It's the rewarding way to build a savings account and a beautiful dinnerware set, too.

Take your choice of patterns Be the proud pos
of a beautifully distinctive dinnerware wiet
And flank of Murray makes it happen. With your
fin* $25 deposit. Bank of Murray starts your set
with a Free 4-piece place setting. With each addi-

sensor
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AUTOS FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

NOTICE

THIS BEAUTIFUL 3-bedroom
brick located at 1610 Parkiane
Drive has been reduced in price
ATTENTION
$1,000. This house is 4 years
19e6EVROLET Impala, 327,
old but is like new. Has 1%
REAL ESTATE BROKERS
c, power steering and
baths, lots of nice cabinets with
brakes, fortnrY ell% good tires.
range, disposal, air-conditionInterested in increased GROSS?
low mileage. Phone 753-4516
ed, TV tower, extra nice drapes,
Profit,a?
Commissions?
TFNC
after 6:00 p.m.
paved drive, owners are leaving
town in early August, act now
30,000
Fairies*,
1964 FORD
Let us show you how this is possible when you become or be sorry.
miles. See at 103 South 12th
a member of our nationwide real estate firm. Our proven A NEW 3-bedroom house on
3-30-P
Street.
National Advertising and Computer Service Center are Just lot 130' by 200', approximately
two of he many pluses we add to your baleen.
1 mile west on Lynn Grove
1918 PLYMOUTH coupe, good
highway. Lots of extra large
running OttOdition, phone 75533-30-P
shade, heated garage with door
Write for full particulars. No obligation.
with remote control opener,
STROUT REALTY
1965 _CICERVAIE, three-speed
very nice carpet, dishwasher,
P.
0.
Box
2757
factory_Mr. Phone 753-7137 or
disposal, 2 full ceramic tile
Springfield, Missouri 65N3
J-30-C
753-2815. •
baths, both have tub and show.1-31-C er, central heat and air, paved
1961 DODGE one-ton truck with
drive. You must see the interside boards. Excellent condiof this house to really apior
tion. Phone 753-5889 after 5:00
preciate it. This house is priced
A-3-C
POI SALE
HELP WANTED
p.m.
at $22,500. The lot sold for alFOR SALE OR RICHT: Howe WANTED: Male, 25 to 40 years most one-third of this price.
1948 4-WHEEL drive Willis
brick
trailer, 10' a 51', '81 model. for
Jeep. Vinyl top, excellent conpermanent employment, BEAUTIFUL 4-bedroom
Phew 753-7866 or 7634231. 53l days week. Salary open. Lo- on Dudley Drive. Has 2 beddition, $500.00. Phone 753-6904
341-C
Await-1-C cal firm. Sales and merchan- rooms down and 2 up with two
after 5:00 p. m.
winding
&zing. Write giving full re- full baths, Extra nice
FACTORY BUILT 10 ft cab
air, carand
heat
1969 BLTICK Skylark four door
central
stairs,
Marto
P.O. Box 3213
sume
over truck camper. Sleeps boor.
extra. in the
hardtop with factory air and
TFC pet and .v.me.h'.ng
ray, Kentucky,
1875.00. Phone 753-7800. TYC
all power. Vinyl roof. 1968
lifetime, pre-finished hardwood
Buick Electra Limited. Factory
WANTED: one cook, good work- floors, extra large 2-car •garage,
GOOD
USED
refrigerator. ing conditions. Room and board
air and ail power. Just lilac
utility, range, dishwasher, disdoor
Single
with
freezer
across available If interested call Bill
brand new. Gain and Taylor
posal, large lot with curb, gutthe
top. Phone Puryear 367- Chatty
A4C ters, underground wiring, in
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
153-7707.
3940 after 4:00 p.m.
MEC
341-C
WE WILL NOT
Main.
city s- hool district. This house
WANTED: Ladies, full or part is pri:ed at crily $36,000. WANTED
to
SOMEONE
take'
time position available at once
1969 CHEVY Malibu, two door
BE UNDERSOLD
over payment of $25.00 per witti highly progressive com- ON RYAN AVENUE just 1
hardtop. Burgandy with beige
Campus
month
on
air
-conditioners, al- pany. Excellent promotion op- block from University
vinyl roof. Factory air and
ly two months old. Phone 753- portunities. Apply in person at is this nice 3-bedroom brick
power. 1968 Buick Skylark four
6444.
3-304 Holiday Inn. Friday, -11117 311, with den, living room and kitdoor sedan with factory air,
va=nt
caeca 'This !Asa*
tiltbrakes,
and
steering
power
18 FOOT RUN-A-BOUT boat from 10:00 a. m til 2:00 •p
owners will consider any
and
black
with
Burgandy
3-30.0
ed glass.
,.... with 40 h.p. Johnson motor and
__......._
reasonable hicL
vinyl roof. Cain and Taylor Gulf'
Has electric starter. WANTED: Experienced body LOOKING for a nice home on
trailer.
1
4
of
.
Corner
8th
&
M.
and
Station. Corner of 6th
phoot 251,M . _ _ . One Olive '77 tractor and 8 foot man. Good salary. Excellent large shady lot near church and
"Main.
disc. One H.D7-W Allis Chamb- working
*******
Fringe down town area, close to school
conditions.
er Dozer, 14488. Phone 753- benefits. Contact Dan McKinney and not far from University,
INS CHEVY Camero pick-up
8868 days, and 753-3470 nights. at Lassiter and McKinney DSO with two n.ice apartments to
truck. 1967 Cortina sedan, MI3-31-C sun, 810 Sycamore, phone 753- rent then you should see us.
tomatic transmission. Dandy litLEGAL NOTICE
A-1-C This hous would be an excellent
7114.
tle girls or old woman's car
RIFLE, BROWNING .243 cal,
income to rent it all or rent the
either one. Cain and Taylor Pursaunt to the provisions of
Safari grade, with 3-8x Redfield MECHANIC NEEDED. Apply in two apartments and let it make
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and Chapter 337 of the Kentucky
J-31-C Reviser'. Statutes, I, or my au- scope end Redfield mounts, in- person to Senders & Purdosa your payments, live for free.
Main.
thorized agent, will on August cluding about 100 cartridges. Motor Sales, 1408 Main. A-1-C WE HAVE 3 houses and 14 ac1967 CHRYSLER four door 11, 1970, coonnencing on or All in perfect condition. Price
res of land at Lyon Grove that
hardtop with factory air and about 9:00 A. M. ((entral Day- $225. Phone Paris, Tenn. 642- WANTED: day car hostess and can be bought separate or topower. Real low mileage. Vinyl light Time), in the conference 5813 after 5 p.m.
A-1-NC night cook. Apply in person at gether. The large brick house
K&N Root Beer, corner of 4th
roof. 196'7 Buick LaSabre four room of the first Highway Disand two acres, the small two
acre or
door hardtop with factory air trict Office, U. S. No. 62 to MOTORCYCLE, 1969 BSA 250 and Sycamore. No phone calls bedroom brick and
CC.
A-1-C
2500
condition.
Excellent
accepted.
Cain
roof.
. Vinyl
'Midland, Paducah, Kentucky,
oat for $6500. The older house
rr Gulf Station. Corn- hold a hearing to cosiaider a re- miles $460.00. Phone 753-7242
l:
l
y
and large shady lot for $5500.
POE
AUTOS
SALE
"
Ad-C
J-31-C vision of the prevailing wage
er of 6th and Main.
The 10 acres of land with 40
ticu.se w..uld be excellent
for laborers, workmen, me- TWO BEAGLE dogs, year old.
rates
This'
door
two
Dart
DODGE
1965
cf r:.ad frcrt. The large
and apprent- Phone 489-3262.
chanics,
helpers,
rads
3-30-C
ImChevrolet
1965
GT.
hardtop
New Datsun
unwith barns and 2 acres of
in
ices
construction
engaged
trick
Pontiac
1965
pala convertible.
CONN ALTO saxophone. Excel$12,500.
the
for
Kentucwith
der
contracts
and
hardtop.
Bonneville, two door
ky Department of Highways is lent condition. Phone 762-2581
Trade -Ins
nance these places.
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
A-3-C
of the fol- anytime.
NEAR Tennessee state line on
Corner of 6th and Main. 3-31-C a locality consisting
121 highway we have 3-bedroom
lowing counties of this State: HORSE. Phone 753-4867 or see
1966 FORD Fairlane 500 two Allen, Ballard, Butler, Caldwell, Richard 0. Woods after 5:00 1968 Opel-Sport Coupe, extra house and 15 acres of land with
long highway front, has good
door hardtop. V-8, automatic, Calloway, Carlisle, Christian,
nice, red finish, $1295.00
well, barn, utility, full bath,
power steering. 1966 Chrysler Crittenden, Daviess, Edmonein,
hardwood floors, electric., heat
300. Local car. Real nice with Fulton, Grave*, Hancock, Hen- COIN COLLECTION: Prior 1964
factory air and power. Cain and dersoo, Hickman, Hopkins, Liv- pennies, nickels, dimes, quart- 1967 OPEL-Station Wagon, and priced at $16,000.
deluxe-air
conditioner, WE HAVE two new houses unTaylor Gulf Station. Corner of ingston, Logan, Lyon, McCrea. ers, and halves. Call 7534721.
luggage rack, 29,000 miles, der construction on Richerson
3-31-C en, McLean, Marshall, MuhlenA-30-C
6th and Main.
nice, $1195.00.
just off Sycamore and. S. 16th
berg, Ohio, Simpson, Todd,
1964 PONTIAC Bonneville four Trigg, Union, Warren, and Web- WHITE Toy Poodle AKC registStreet. They h.,e la:ge
- 1 11161 -VW,
.,. ,753-7511.
ons
;Arrps....0.11L
door hardtop with factory air
Thai."Mitt
local'ear,
7YfefifffT8b1T
seJ all poiier. 111153rage. If bought at once you cou
tennined by the Commissioner
$595.00
Sit, four door hardtop, 'just like of Highways by Official Order
choose your colors, and carpet.
x
12'
60'
1969
HOME,
MOBILE
new. Factory air and all pow- No. 78205. At this time, evidta'a.rialaVE 40 acres with good
Two bedrooms, din- 1964 CHEVROLET Supe
er. Cain and Taylor Gulf Sta- ence relating to fringe benefits central air.
aouse, has new kiting
can
Loan
room.
be
assumed.
Sport, automatic in consol4
ell, 35 acres
tion. Corner of 8th and Main. provided through irrevocable
after
5:00 p. m.
Phone 753-1548
J-31-C
local car, nice, $795.00.
'Itivation,
agreements between employers
3-31-C
te sbabe
considshall
and
employees
1963 CHEVROLET Impala two
Inas,
reAKC
puppies,
TOY
a
POODLE
prevailin
establishing
ered
1964
S.S
Malibu
CHEVELLE
door hardtop. Real sharp, V-8
at
$50.color,
Champagne
gistered.
of
contribution
rate
ing
wage
red finish, special wheel:
automatic. 1962 Buick station
the
stereo, clean, $795.00.
wagon with air and power. We for the same. All interested 00 each. Inquire between
of 7:00 and 9:00 p. m., 753have a few fishing $100.013 cars. persons desiring to present evi- hours
J-31-C
on
8202.
testarriony
offer
or
dence
Station.
Gulf
Taylor
and
Cain
1963 CHEVROLET 4 door, Fit
to
aUend
are
invited
this
date
3-31-C
Main.
and
Corner of 6th
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs,
Air. automatic. $545.00
the hearing.
$10
rent
applies
rent
monthly,
pick-up.
John W.,Young,
CHEVROLET
1050
Pianos
Spinet
Used
to
purchase.
A-1-P
Commissioner Kentucky
Phone 753-8863.
Plano Com- 1963 ('HEVROLET, 4 do.
Department of Labor and organs. Lonardo
Impala, automatic, $595
four
1966 CHRYSLER Newport,
ll'C pany, "Your Complete Music
Store". Paris and Martin, Tendoor hardtop. Power brakes and
-.
11431-C*41966 Buittiera, hard tO-steering. Excellent condition,
POI SAL/
$750.00. Phone 489-2156.
coupewinyl top, air aT
Boat
Jon
FOOT
FOURTEEN
A-1-C
power, extra nice, $2295.1
new
9'4
with
Evinrude
motor,
HUFFY
$475.00. 15 foot Fiberglass runRiding Mower
about with 60 HP Johnson mo- 1963 DATSUN, az ton pick-ti
CARD OP THANKS
I In Excellent condition
tor and trailer, $1175.00. Phone
3 to choose from, re
$115.00
We wish to express our thanks
436-5534.
3-31-C
economy trucks, $12951
to Mrs Bessie Waldrps neighMOT -ROTARY
TILLER
bors and friends for their
ROSE BROCADE living room 1963 PONTIAC Bonneville.
Like New
thougbtfuletas in food and flowcouch. Good condition. Phone
door, hard top, air a
Churchill
Max
$115.00
ers, Dr. Clark,
753-3171.
3-31-P
power, automatic, ext.
One
Funeral Hoene, Rev Jones and
clean, $695.00
USED ADMIRAL color TV, MaFRIGIDAIRE
Alfred Cobb for their words of
ple console, $9650 at Leach's
comfort in our deep sorrow for
20 cubic Not
Music Center. Phone 753-7575. 1960 DATSUN,4 door Sedan'
chest type freezer
OUT beloved mother.
A-4-C
Excellent condition,
The Children ISE
h.p., over head cam engine
$95.00
Grandchildres
to 30 miles per gallon
up
YASHICA Electro-35 camera, 33
ITC
Deluxe
to choose from, $1395.00
mm, automatic exposure conTOR
REFRIGERA
trol, only $6000; Ultima "300"
(With Freezer Across Top)
WANTED TO RENT
Electronic flash, recyles In 3 13113 V.W. special. $445 01)
Excellent Condition
seconds, $15.00; DaYllght lent'lTED: three or four bedOnly $44.50.
icular projection screen, $15.00; 1963 AMERICAN
Mote
house, dining room and
One
set of 8 aeries seven photo filstatio•
classic- 4door
den. Phone Vanderbilt ChemGENERAL ELECTRIC
ters with case, cost over $48.00,
ical, Mr. Shinners at 753-4171
wagon- local car, extra rnr*
Apartment Size
only $18.00. Phone 753-2778 beor 753-2682 after 6:00 p. m.
$595.00.
Ranee, Clean As Nevi
fore
A-3
8:00
P. noJ-30-C
-NC
S5130
WA PONTIAC, 9 passenge.
BILBREY'S CAR &
SERVICES OPPENSID
POE SALS
station wagon, automatic,
HOME SUPPLY
air conditioner, luggage
IIMMEMIEMMINMEN11111111,
210 East Main
rack, special, 695.00.
FOR CUSTOM
Murray, Kentucky
FARM WORK
/1111111=1.11111.111.1....ft.
Sllax Cutting
Lassititr-McKinney
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Hay Balling
Datsun
CornblnIne
THREE HOUSES, on black top
in New Concord, Kentucky by
open til 8 p.m.
G. R. Jones. Phone 438-2353.
CALL
Sycamore 753-7114
1111111J, Omm Alma drink
milealek has two them (NMI
783-7S110.WV

DEAN

SAFTBILT

TIRES

EXCLUSIVE
DISTRIBUTORS

CAIN & TAYLOR
RAI STATION

•

Ar

/Kw

BOB or EARL FORSEE
'

4

SAI7SAY YOUR NEEDS-

Day phone 733 2532
Night phone 733 8080
H1 T

The largest shrimp beds in
the world wire discovered in
194Honff aNarosaio and in Drake
[too 1;reenlaiii1

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

ACT NOW
CHOICE DEVELOPMENT
A newly decoarted interior
SITE
Pour bedroom home with2 sets off this 2 bedroom
bath rooms, full basement, borne. Situated on a large
central heat and air. Situat- shady lot and located only
ed on 8 acme of choice land, 3 blocks from MSU at 314
adjacent to the city limits. South 15th. Manning availWater and sewerage, and nat- able. Selling for $12,600.00.
KY. LAKE WAYI
ural gas available. Excellent
investment, no zoning involv- Close to the Blood River area
of Ky. Lake, a real attracted.
A four bedroom brick WIZ ive 3 bedroom and a 2 acre
the high school site. 2 bed- lot. This home is located
rooms, sunken living room, very dose to Irvin Cobb Reformal dining area, excellent sort and Center Ridge Subfloor plan, doable garage, division. Immediate possesvery large patio. This home sion. Only $13,650.00.
OWNERS LEAVING!
also has centra heat and au
and a well landscaped lawn. 1520 Kirkwood, this 1% Mary
if you are interested in a 3 bedroom brick veneer of
quality home see this one. fers an excellent floor plan
Brick and stone hcme feaUno Spacious entry, cube large,
Mg 3 bedrooms, full base- sunny living room, kitchen
ment, formal dining room, and den, 2 baths, garage,
2% baths, fireplace in the central heat and air, builtrecreation in ran,ge, dishwasher, hard
room,
family
room, doable garage, large wood :floors, lots of shrubs,
sandecik with electric grill paved drive. Check on the
for your outdoor living pleas- attractive transferable loan
UNIQUE DESIGN!
ure. All electric, city school
district. Let us show you this Luxury and quality combin.
outstanding home. Would adto offer ideal living in an
extra nice 3 bedroom brick
consider a trade.
98 steno farm located on High- Added features are a very
way 641 alicad 2 miles north spacious den with pecan panof Murray, adiacen.t to is.- eling and firpiace, 2 baths,
&atrial property. Prectieele-oralu'al heat andaaenes
reftigi'
ly all of the farm is tillabie- alishwasher a dastaiata)
and in a high state of pro erator-freezer, and
$ $ and assume this
ductivitY• ROW highway front- Save $
age. Financing available at 5 3.'4% loan.
ON KTe_ 1,A3K111
'eet to aituoified bRy..5rft •
26 lots Price range 000.00 to
er.
water
On North 6th Street acrou $3,000.00. One 12 acre
37 acre lake
fromthe National Hotel, a front track. One
One 20 acre track
large business lot with a view track.
that would make prime lake
frame house, $15,000.00.
some exIdeally located and only 3.8 front property with
cavation.
limits,
city
the
of
west
miles
BUSINESS PROPERTY
a 26 acre farm. Fenced, deep
ly 300 feet
well, and pate barn. This is I have approximate
property on
one of the nicest farms we of B-3 zoned
block from
have had in years-small ac- North 6th one
A very exreage, close in. They are real- the court snare.
One large
ly hard to find so be sure ce_llent location.
brick building in fine condito call about this one.
homes.
166 acres adjoining the city tion, two large frame
than
Eyoenoss farm land, Can be bought for less
of the
125 acres tillable. Railroad the price of much
available vacant commercial
and highway frontage, water
land. Why not take advantand sewer available.
age of this opportunity. -REDUCED
NEW HIGH SCOOL
In Hazel, a very well built
UNDER CONSTRUCTION
brick building on a large lot.
of buildCan be used as a clean-up A choice selection
Large
shop, service station, dry aig lots are avaabile.
Ext.
gocds store, paint store-just 120' x 198' on Sycamore
and be ready
about anything. Only $8,500,. Buy cur now
for the cpening of the new
00.
If you desire to retire to a Murray High School- Finagle'
quiet 40 acre farm with a log available to qualified buymodern 2 bedroom house, we ena
have the perfect piece. De. Large office for rent. 5
catecl close to the lake and rooms, ground level, % block
well off the main road. haat court square.
where privacy is interrupted Max "BuddY. Sykes is now
only by whippoorwills. Also a liceroaed maktatnan with
included, a real fine well, Tucker Real Estate. He and
an extra house in fair con- I want to 666111t Tall with all
dition,.and a good farm. On. Your Real Estate neraGa.
-710-1110 we
••
r 412,000.00.

Dona l -1 11244"

REAL ESTATE FOR SALTSVERY ATTRACITVE 3-bedroona
brick home with a specious interior, consisting of a living
room, kitchen-family room, utility and 1% ceramic baths. Eaties include kitchen built-ins,
2 air conditioners and all the
draperies.. Priced right for immediate sale.
FINANCING BY OWNER and
low downpayment makes it easy
to buy the 3 bedroom home on
Lynn Grove Hwy. Has a separate dining room, living room
with fireplace, kitchen with
range screened in porch, separate garage, large storage died,
beautiful oversize lot.
2-BEDROOM brick available hareedietely. Located in Robertson School District, at 804 N.
17th Street. Thhi home has
many fine features that you
must see to appreciate. Attractively priced.
GROVE-2 bedroom
LYNN
brick and stucco home on a
nice shady lot of almost one
acre. Large rooms, enclosed garage, separate storage building
10' x 12'. Owner needs to move
to Murray.
HAZEL-2 bedroom brick on
a large shady corner lot. House
has wall to wall carpeting, electric furnace, utility room, walk
in closet, enclosed garage with
shower stall. Owner need.' to
m.we to Murray.
HAZEL-4 bedroom, 2 story,
frame home in excellent condition. Located close to business
section, but situated on a quiet
sbach, ant at 3rd and Gilbert_
Small downpayment and owner
will finance the balance at 7%
Interest. Owner leaving the
state.
PRACTICALLY NEW 3 bedroom brick in Fairview Acres,
3 miles S. E. of Murray on Hwy.
121. Has a living room, kitchenfenny room, utility, outside
storage, 1% ceramic baths, kitbuilt-ins, hardwood floors.
Available now.
1620 CATALINA DRIVE. 3-bedroom buff brick home with central heat -and air, 1% ceramic
baths, living room, panelled kitchen-family room, utility room,
carport, large lot.
2% ACRE building site on Ky.
732, near Ky Lake. IWO-mice
$1,200.
15 ACRES on gravel road, 4
miles west of Murray. Asking
$6,000.
44 ACRES on blacktop road, 1
mile south of Hazel. Financing
available.
96 ACRES approximately 1/4
mile North of State Line Rood,
near Hazel.
190 ACRES on Watts Road, 13
miles S. E. of Murray. Priced
$110 per acre.
WE WOULD appreciate likings
of any type. 11 you have property to sell, please give us a
FULTON YOUNG REALTY, 4th
& M1e, Mot* 753-7333. Herne ones: Fulton E. Young, 753' Ishmael Stinson, 753-1534.
1TC
ug lot,
uildobs
Drive, off
s lot
Fords-
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Bill Approved Removing PO
From Congressional Control

Total Of 13 To Face
Drug Charges At UTM

Callo

isy GENE BERNHARDT
postal workers, retroactive to
MARTIN, Tenn.- Four more R. Lawrence of Memphis is
WASHINGTON (UPI) -A April 18. It would allow workers
University of Tennessee at Mar- :barged with possession of mariHouse-Senate conference com- to reach the top pay scale in
tin students were bound over to uana. Robert E. Scarbnought
mittee has approved a com- eight years instead of the
the Weakley County Jury this of Eden,
promise bill that would remove present 21 years.
N.C., is charged with
week at Dresden on narcotics illegally selling
LSD.
the post office from the control It would make the post office
:harges.
The four- youths were the last
of Congress and make it an an independent government
Harry R. Bowie of Hatfield, of 14 persons
to appear in genindependent agency. The first agency called - the U.S. Postal
Pa. and Clint M. Matheny of eral
sessions court at Dresden
major action of the new postal Service, to be operated by an
Aernphis are charged with sell- as a result of
a coordinated
managers would likely be a 11-member board of governors
ng marijuana, while Thomas narcotics raid
at UTM and surrate increase.
commission
A five-member
rounding areas during the early
The bill, to be formally would set rates, subject to
Continued From Page 9
hours of May 29.
approved by the committee this unanimous veto by the goverOne of the 14, Kenny D. Mcafternoon, must also be ap- nors, but Congress would have
Gough of Jackson, had the
NOTICE_
11111RVICIS OPPIRSD
proved by the House and the no further say in the operation:
From The
charges against him dismissed
Senate
then
and
by
President
ELZCTROL
SALES
UX
Sse•
&
CARFIFFIWP sew or reinedei
of the department.
when his attorney noted techNixon. The administration is The President would appoint vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C. IN. Fee bee estinieba
nical mistakes in the search
expected to endorse the bill.
warrant used while law enforcethe board of governors and the M. Slanders. Phone 31111-31011 Hawley Bucy 492-8120.
A41-C
The reform measure includes rate commission, but only the Farmington, Kentucky.
LOS ANGELES - Prosecution ment officers searched McAug.-11-C
an 8 per cent pay increase for governors would be subject to
Gough's mom during the raid.
witness
FILIND,
lawn
moves
SAWS
Linda
and
Kasabian, The four,
along with eight
Senate confirmation. The post- CASH AND CARRY: Stock mov- mull appliances repaired and
testifying that Charles Manson
other UTM students and one
master general, who would no ing Sale. Thousands of yards yard bids sharpened. Ill R.
told members of the cult on the
non-student, have been bound
longer be a Cabinet member, carpet in •stock_ Good carpet, Smith Mk Street. Phone
night a wealthy grocer and his over to
the August term of the
1711:
would be paid $60,000 a year, $1.50 sq. yd. Some Hi-density 10117.
wife were stabbed to death:
grand jury, which convenes
while the governors and rate rubber back, 11.99 sq. yd.; Other FLOOR SANDORI
"Don't let them know you're Aug. 3.
and nab&
commissioners
would
get $2.99 sq. yd. Our best Hi-dengoing to kill them."
new and old noose. won
In Tennessee the maximum
rubber back, $3.95 sq. yd.
128,000 a year for the first two sity
punishment for possessing or
Also Dupont 501 No. 1 quality guaranteed. 36.em 02011000m
years then a decrease to 619,000 in 12 and 15
selling marijuana is five years
ft. width. Meets Jobe Taylor, Wino. instailty.
a year.
imprisonment and $500 fine. For
or exceeds F. H. A., $3.96 sq. Route 2. 4.1062; phone SWIM
WASHINGTON (UPI)- Rep. Included in the compromise
Ablwid-7•C
Jackson, Miss. - A Mississippi selling or possessing LSD, the
yd. Our heaviest shag No. 1
Richard
Fulton, D-Tenn., were two provisions directly quality, meets or exceeds F.
grand jury, reporting its findings maximum punishment is 30 days
H. PROFESSIONAL Painting la.
Wednesday called for a affecting postal patrons who A.., ;3.95 sq. yd. Good pad,
on the night two black students Imprisonment and $50 fine.
congressional probe into the receive unwanted, unsolicited 500 sq. ya. and up. PaschaLl's tenor and exterier. beernaces.
were shot to death during a
Free estimates. Phone 70346111.
Tennessee Valley authority's mail:
Discount House, Hazel, Ky. 492confrontation with police:
Aeg.-1.74
9733.
(TVA)
recent
electric
3-31-P
rate
in- Unsolicited merchandise
"When people, as the students
COMM-ITN MOBILE HMI RS.
crease. Fultottsaid it had "sent could be regarded as a gift and
and outsiders. did at Jackson
PAT RACis.rrt at Fulton Coal PAIR URVICI.
Rills Mobile
an economic shock wave be retained by a citizen without Is Ice Service
State College on the nights of May NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
is now taking
EOM Repairs all makes and
reverberating through the further action.
13 and May 14, take the law inorders for stoker coal and egg
models. Call day or night. Cal.
DISMISSALS
Tennessee Valley Region." - - A citizen could put his name coaL Order your
to their own hands and engEge in
winter supply wort City 296-716A Lose 41e,
"If
this
unpreceden
inted
now.
Call
753-1813
a
on
postmaster's list as not
or go to
civil disorciertind riots, they
crease in power rates is allowed wanting objectionable mail sent Fulton Coal Is Ice Company, 408 tame call collect. Fast *NW.
must expert to be injured or Dr. H. B. Bailey, 902 Olive,
reasonable cost.
Murray;
Mrs.
Joyce Cannon, 1013
to stand, Tennessee and other to him without his request. South Fourth Street, Murray, bet service at
killed when law enforcement
TTC
Kentucky,
Story,
Murray;Mr
TVA-served
s.
A-1-C
Marcia
states
are
Present
officers are required to relaw provides a citizen
Stone
and
baby
boy,
threatened
Rt.
7
Box
RUBBER
274,
with
STAMPS
ormade
to
the
loss
of can get on the "non-mailing" THE DUNGEON, located at the
establish order."
Mayfield; Mrs. Connie Butler
millions of dollars in revenue and list only after. he receives corner of 4th & Olive Sts., Mur- der. Fast efficient service.
and baby gil. RL 3, Murray,:
thousands of jobs because of objectionable material.
ray, Ky., will sponsor another Phone 415-4238 Monday and
industrial shutdowns, he said. Postal unions were
HAZE PHASE- Eye-smarting smog over Manhattan's
One of its wedtly'atictietrs ton Spotirday .awl ,after 5:20 pan.
WASHINGTON- - Mass. Sen. Alben Crouch, Rt. 7, Murray;
Galloway,
Rt.
Fulton said he asked Rep. teed'for the first time the Saturday beginning at 7:00 p. Tuesday through Friday. Lamb's
1, skyscrapers and down to street level in Brooklyn is the
Edward M. Kennedy, testifying Paul
Rubber Stamps, Route 7, Box
New York pItture overa-pdriod OT days. The Depart- - --Joseph L. Evins, D-Tent., who is rights
before a Democratic party Murray;W.E. Green, 906 Vine
of collective bargaining • During the week, Monday 45, berme
J40'NC
ment of Air Resources reports an average of .17 parts of
St.,
thru
Murray;Mrs
Thursday
from
.
Martha
5:00
acting
p.
Hutm.
chairman
of
the
Public and compulsory arbitration, but
reform committee that most of
sulphur
dioxide
7:00
to
p.
m.,
per
chens,
will
we
million
also
Rt.
op7
parts
of
Coaches
air,
Works Subcommittee of the were denied the right to
Estate,
which is .07
vra.x. DO bush-hogging, by the
the 18-to-21-year old potential
parts above .10 Outs considered hazardous to breathe.
erate a Flea Market. We have hour or the acre. Sherrill ChatMurray; Mrs. Lorene Webb, 502
House Appropriations Com- bargain for a union shop.
voters are not students:
many
fine
bargains.
Atems land 7534786.
A-3-C
mittee, to initiate an in- The new system must be in
"We the Democratic party Edrnond St., Paris, Tenn.;Orie
such as good used clothes rangvestigation.
simply cannot allow a love affair Kuykendall, Rt. 3, Puryear,
LIFTS MAIL EMBARGO .
operation within a year after ing in price from 25 cents on FOR ALL your home alterawith the campus youth on, the Tenn.; Mrs. Irene Young, Rt. 4,
WASHINGTON (UPI) -The The Tennessee Democrat said the bill is enacted into law, and up. We have other items such tions, repairs, remodeling, etr,
Murray;Mrs. Ola Jones, Rt. 1,
issue of war to weaken or
post office has lifted the 23 per cent increase in industrial conferees said the first action as beds, tables, mirrors, records new or old. Free estimates. Call A31-C
the close tie the party has always Hazel; Mrs. Emma Carr (To
embargo on surface mail to power rates will "delay planned expected by the new agency and as an extra attraction, we
had with the labor movement and Cony. Div.); William Burkeen,
Great Britain it imposed July expansion in some plants and would be a rate boost that have a model A Ford, which is TO KEEP elderly person In
my
Rt. 1, Dexter; Mrs. Lottie Garsimply force others to go under. could come as early as next priced at only $960.00 and a
working man."
21.
home. Room and board. Call
ner, 719 Murray Court, Murray.
1916
Chevrolet
truck
"It
wtth
is
inconceivab
a 753-8897.
le that any spring. With that in mind, they
The embargo, was initiated
If no answer call at
because of the recent strike by government-owned utility or set a limit of 33 and 1-3 per price tag o/ 9700.00_, but you nightA-1-C
MONGOL LEADER DIES
had
better
hurry on down if
private
enterprise
would
at
a
British dock workers. Mr mail
cent on any nitial rate boost, you went to
MOSCOW ( UPI i-Foreign Mi- London was a lovely city
see these early
POR
MIT
time
of
tremendous
inflationary which would mean the six-cent
was not affected during the
er Luvsandorjiin Toiv of the plagued by pea soup fogs unpressure add to that pressure letter stamp could go to eight American cars for they wool
period.
be here long at these prices... TWO • BEDROOM sultans*
Mongolian Peoples Republic til a few years ago. Today, bewith such an exorbitant cents.
Federal State Market News
bring your kids down and *OW duplex apartment, central 1/14
died in the Mongolian capital of cause of the Clean Air Act demand,"
he
said.
Service, Thursday, July 30, 1970.
PATIENT DIES
than what morn and dad used sir conditioned, carpeted, stove
than Bator Wednesday after a soupy fogs are thinning out.
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
to drive in the "good ate days" Phone 7534367.
DENVER (UPI) - Randell
J-30-C
Eighteen years ago, 4,000
long illness, the Soviet news
We still need more items for
Market Report Includes 9 buying
J-30-C
Wayne Bennett, the world's Fulton said TVA cited a
smog
greet
when
people
died
a
agency
Tau said. Tass gave no
shortage of coal as a major
the auction and Flea Market.
stations.
swept over London. A Major longest surviving liver transfurther details.
For information, please call THREE BEDROOM hones, farreason for the increase, "But the
Receipts 554; Est. 650;
villain was the smoke from plant patient, died Wednesday
Jim Heisler, Manager dit 753- port, carpeted, air conditioned
Barrows and Gilts mostly steady
of tissue rejection and infection Tennessee Valley Authority has
thousands of open coal fires.
9990
or Wayne Wilson, Auc- Available now. Located 1821
for
years
been
accused
of
driving
instances, 25c lower; Sows
The disaster helped pressure at the Colorado General Hospitioneer
at 753-3263. Also, we Farmer Ave. If Interested call
small
coal operators out of
steady.
the British to pass a Clean Air tal. He was 41i.
J-$041C
have
approximate
ly 600 square Mayfield 247-3391.
Act a decade ago. London has Surgeons performed the liver business by its buying policies."
US 1-3 203-240 lbs $24.50-25.00;
feet of storage apace alloted HOSPITAL BEDS for rent. Call
not had a stifling smog since transplant on the youngster He said "a measurable per- WASHINGTON (OPT) -The for
US 2-4 190-240 lbs $24.00-24.50;
rental at a reasonable rate 753-1272, or 753-3685.
TFNC
1962 and no pea soup logs for from Mesquite, Tex., on
US 24 2 260 lbs 823.50-24.00;
Feb. 9, centage of the power not government announced Wednes- .... this space is suitable only
years.
five
last
Considerabl
the
improvemen
e
t In
US 3-4
1968. He lived a record 29 produced by TVA is actually day that Project Stormfury for storage. For your planning MOBILE HOME. Private lotlbs 123.00-23.50;
Today homeowners in certhe quantity and quality of the
SOWS:
months with the transplanted bkting transmitted out of the TVA scientists will attempt to seed wad information, the manageper month. Phone 753tam areas are permitted t o
Southern
during
Pine
forests
mica to other power companies. hurricanes "massively
ment of the Dungeon has pre- 8333.
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. S17.50-18.50;
and
J-30-C
organ.
recent decades has opened new burn only certain fuel -or to
"Thus,TVA power trier-It-Within repeatedly" this season to pared "The Dungeon Calendar".
US 1-3 300-550 lbs. S16.50-17.50; recreational
FOUR-ROO
opportunity for use electricity. British% chinifurnished
M
house
the TVA region are being asked establish whether the destruc- Monday, 5:00 p. m. until 7:00
osisii,4446
kkilAsartifiedita
Lati. tha BREAKS
$16.5049.10:
for married students, very neat
-preretc- sithntr&neeerer-nartyp
erenstrurvi
temere
.....s!overnment's Air Pollution Re- NEWPORT',. Ore. (UPI)•'`
-ellen 101109 -per -MSS*
day, Wednesday & Thursday,
storms can be subdued.
-nit reports a steady Actor Paul Newman broke his power which they will never use
Electric heat. 409 South 11th
5:00
p.
m.,
until
7:00
p.
Stormfury
m.
is an interagency
and which, it it were not being
•*1 the lung func- right ankle Wednesday ut'
Street. Phone 753-4684 or 753Commerce (Flea Market open), 6:00 p. as. 8298.
,rted, might ease any project of the
- five conse- fell from a re"J-30-C
until
8:00
p.
m.
(Karate Club).
Environmental
imate need for a rate in- Department's
rehearsal fr
Friday, Reserved for dances and FOUR ROOMS and bath, also
Science
Services
Administrase at this time," he said.
sequence/
Navy's
tion, the
Weather pares. GI You Plan a bill Party three rooms and bath, 3% miles
screen,
Service Command, and the Air or dance and would like to from city limits on 121, south,
rent an excellent building for on Concord Hwy. Phone 753- r
Force.
a night, plane call 7334990) 4919 between 6:00
and 8:00 p
From now through Oct. 31,
....reasonable rates. Saturday, m. Adults only.
A-3-C
Stormfury scientists, planes,
open from 9:00 a. m. until 7:00
and flight crews will be on 43- p. m. Auction
begins at 7:00 A BEAUTIFUL large three-bedhour alert for hurricane seed- p. m.
Suiaiday, see you at char- room lake front cottage on Kening.
.1-31•C tucky Lake. See Ernest Turner
In August, 1969, Stormfury
or call 753-7573.
3-30-C
EW YORK (UPI) -Now seeded Hurricane Debbie with
liquidity fears are subsid- silver iodide five times "with ESTABLISHES RECORD
TWO-BEDROOM duplex, airBrian Jof conditioning, and carpeting.
-- inid peace hopes are very promising results." After VIENNA iUPII
..,roving in the Middle East, seeding on Aug. 18 Debbie's Of Cortland, Ohio, beat John 690.00 per month. Available Aupsychological climate for maximum winds at the 12,000 resells of Oakbrook, lH, in gime 2. Phone 753-5421 after
'sting should continue to foot level decreased 31 percent. he 200-meter breaststroke at 5:00 p. in,
n international meet Sunday
rove, Argus Research Corp. After another seeding Aug. 20
and established an American FURNISHED bedroom, private
the
wind
speed
fell
15
percent.
,. Though an auto strike
entrance. Ideal for working perconsidered
this ecord in the process. Job was son. Phone 7333611.
slow the coming business Scientists
3-31-C
clocked
in
two
minutes,
25.8
irri, the firm feels that "strong evidence" that the seconds
THREE-BEDROOM
furnished
stors should focus their seedings were effective. But
house with living room, kitchition on the economy's they said it is possible that the
en and bath for three college
amental improvement and decreases might have occurred
girls for fall semester. All utilnaturally.
he corporate profits now in
ities furnishned. One block
So the aim this year is to
making.
from University. Phone 753repeat the experiments "in the
4074.
A-4-C
hope of confirming the results"
rice leadership among stock of the Debbie seedings.
TWO - BEDROOM unfwelished
es in the last few sessions According to theory, silver
duplex apartment, central heat,
been confined mainly to the iodide seeding sets in motion
air conditioned, carpeted, stove.
chip sector, it appears that changes "which cause the
Phone 753-8067
Ad-C
lbw Jones industrials are tremendous forces within the
LAKEFRON
A
T
cottage on Ker.
alizing and waiting for the hurricane to work against each
tucky Lake. Rent by dayt
t of the market to gain other."
week Phone 753-7573. J
(tngth and momentum, E. F. The 1970 experiments will be
itton & Co. says. Also conducted on storms in the
NICE FURNISHED two bedroom
•porting this analysis of the Southwestern Atlantic, the Casperesseast carpeted and airconditioned, located 100 South
iation is the relatively small ribbean, and the Gulf of
t.
mber of new lows and the Mexico.
13th Street. , Married couples
only. Kelly's Pest Controi. No
,1 that more and more They will be conducted only
phone calls plane.
oups of issues have success- when the probability is small
A-1-C
illy tested their lows and that the hurricane center will
come
within
50
miles of a
ormed strong base patterns.
populated area
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Wright Investors' Service
sees no reason for further delay
in establishIng a,, fully invested
position
prime
in
quality
common stocks. "The time to
enter any race is before it is
ron,•' it as, adding that all of
the basic factors, both technical
o and fundamental, are favors
tale.
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Now You KOMI
By United Press leternabbeet
Household food budgets in the
United States vary from 45 per
cent of total income for lower
class families to 30 per cent in
the middle class and 15 per
cent in upper Class families.

CAUSES SIEGE - The Bolivian government declared
a state of siege in La
Paz
after guerrilla terrorists
mlltisianfled release or
10
prisoners as ransom foi
Gunter Lerchl (a b o v e),
West German mining
engineer, and Eugene Schulh,auser, kidnaped from
a
sot:rtiiiing.;_it
ettlf-rrient

Mrs. Trevath
(Continued o
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